"IN COMMON!" = GC 445. RH Dec. 18, 1969, p.20

There is an "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" and we are to "MEET IT!" SM 1:197 to 205. The instruction to "GOD'S PEOPLE" or "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" or the "REMNANT" at this time is: "NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN!" to the "OMEGA!" but "UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!"
SM 1:96.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THESE "SOPHISTRIES?"

THE SAME BOOK = SM 1:196-205 gives you SOME of the Answers. But in EW 88 and 263 - it is likened to a TRAIN = and it seemed "THE WHOLE WORLD" was on Board. This TRAIN is POWERED by "UNIVERSALISM!" = which is the ULTIMATE of "LOVE!" It is a BRANCH of "SPIRITUALISM-OCCULTISM" = surprising to some who think "SPIRITUALISM-SATANISM" is only the idea of KILLING PEOPLE = would be SURPRISED to learn why it FASCINATES so many people = because it zeroes in on "LOVE!"

"SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER" =

SATAN holds people SPELL-BOUND with his: "ELOQUENT PORTRAYALS of "LOVE!" and "CHARITY!" This Theme is developed from GC 554 to 558. AND IN BETWEEN:

** ** ** ** ** **

"MULTITUDES eagerly accept Teachings that leave them at Liberty to OBEY the PROMPTINGS of the CARNAL HEART. The reins of SELF-CONTROL are laid upon the neck of "LUST!", the POWERS of MIND and SOUL are made subject to the ANIMAL PROPENSITIES, and SATAN exultingly SWEEPS into his NET = THOUSANDS who "PROFESS" to be followers of Christ." GC 556, (374.)

THIS PUBLICATION =

Takes us STEP by STEP how the ADVENTIST CHURCH has gone from "LIVING TEMPLE" 1903 to the ULTIMATE of going "LOVE-CRAZY!" = WILSON and his CRONIES = "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT..." "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL!" = more and more this "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE" MONO-MANICISM is appearing in CHURCH PUBLICATIONS = MORE AND MORE = until they have reached "THE OMEGA!" As far as they can go. As they did around the GOLDEN CALF = "CELEBRATION!"

"LOVE ABOVE LAW!"

THE FOLLOWING PAGES SHOW HOW THEY DID IT =

STEP BY STEP. T5:81.
There was a Boy in College = my Room-Mate. A real "MAMA'S BABY!" Spoilt to no end. Would not get up in the Mornings. The other Boys asked permission from the Dean = and came early in the Morning = one turned on the Cold Water Tap in the BATH-TUB = the others grabbed him out of Bed = and into the COLD WATER. Then they carried him on a "Stretcher" down to the Main Floor where both Girls and Boys could see = one had on a White Smock = and from then on he was called: "DOC." I had a serated Bread-Knife = he used that to "OPERATE!" to get the LAZINESS out of him. After that - he got up.

IN THE DORMITORIES OF THIS "CANADIAN JUNIOR COLLEGE"
in the Boys' Dormitory = different Questions would come up = and "MAMA'S BOY" = you could count on it - would be WRONG most all the Time. He would get all RED in the FACE = but never seemed to get anything Right. Then one Day he got a Big Surprise = somehow or other he brought up the Subject of "LOVE!" And looked around for the usual BOOING = but to his Sur- prise (and mine!) there was none. He found his NICHE in the World. From then on he waxed eloquent on "LOVE!" and nobody dared say a Word. So he took off = and we have seen other Mis-Fits = who also did not have the Faintest Idea of what it was all about = GLORY in their "ONE-IDEA" "MONO-MANIAISM" = and even become "CONFERENCE PRESIDENTS" = SILENCE all Opposition with zeroing in on "LOVE!"

1888.

Do you think that the "MESSAGE OF 1888" = being so Important that the Lord would permit the "URIAH SMITHS" to wipe all evidence off the Slate = ??? To cause the "FROOMS" to spend a Life-Time = and get the Conference to pay for his "RESEARCH" into what THAT MESSAGE WAS = ?? And come up - empty-handed? Or did she set it forth in a Special Book that she was NOT ABOUT to let them have = ...
TO BUTCHER IT AS THEY DID

With her "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" that she wrote in 1884 and which "URIAH SMITH" and "WEE WILLIE WHITE" worked Day and Night to CHANGE in 1888?

SHE WAS NOT ABOUT TO GIVE "STEPS TO CHRIST" =

To the likes of them! She gave it to one of the largest Religious Printing Firms of the Time = COPYRIGHT = 1892 by "FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY." It is said they paid "A KING'S RANSOM" to get that Book back under their Control! And trust them = they CHANGED it! "ADDED" that "TEARS-IN-HIS-VOICE" = first "LOVE!"
Chapter.

THE LORD DID NOT KNOW THE "STEPS TO CHRIST!"

We can thank God that the GENERAL CONFERENCE of "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" with HEADQUARTERS in BATTLE CREEK or WASHINGTON or WHEREVER = helped Him out because "HE" did not know that "LOVE!" was FIRST = "HE" thought it was LAST! IN "STEPS TO CHRIST" as you go STEP by STEP up PETER'S LADDER = you do not have "FAITH" ALONE = = but you keep it in CONTROL (the same as "LOVE!"") by Fencing it in - it does not take off like some WILD ANIMAL = it must have the CHECK-REIN = "FAITH" must first of all be CHECKED by "VIRTUE" = before "KNOWLEDGE" = because if you become the WORLD'S LEADING SCIENTIST for making ATOM BOMBS or go with the Adventists into "OPERATION WHITE-COAT" and DEVELOP = MIX = or TEST = as WILSON just now ARRANGED at a Cost of how many THOUSANDS of $'s of your TITHE and OFFERINGS = to let the ARMY = NAVY = and AIR-FORCE KNOW = that they can DEPEND on "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" for any COMING WAR = INSURRECTION = BLOOD-SHED = REVOLUTION = BARRABUS is READY to do his Bit for the "CAUSE!" = as they did in OLD JERUSALEM = HISTORY REPEATED! As she said it would be. Try PK 417. T8:67. T4:167. SG 4:36 DA 635. T1:190. (And 20 MORE!) So WILSON ARRANGED this little Show = 120 ADVENTIST "WHITECOAT (ARMY) VETERANS" HONORED because they worked in the "UNITED STATES ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES" = (USAMRIID) at "FORT DETRICK (MARYLAND) 1961-1973. AR March 15, 1990. p. 19.

IT JUST HAPPENED AT THIS VERY TIME

CBC-TV ("CANADIAN BROADCASTING COMMISSION") put on a
DOCUMENTARY OF HOW CANADA

Led the WORLD in the Development of (the same thing!) BACTERIAL WARFARE BIOTOXICAL WEAPONS that CHURCHILL wanted to use to wipe out 3 or 4 MILLION "HUNS!!" in World War #2. And the HUNDREDS or THOUSANDS of TONS of the DAMNED STUFF (NERVE GAS) still on Their hands! That they hope to "DESTROY" by 1994.

IT JUST HAPPENED AT THIS VERY TIME

CBC-TV "NEWS" = April 2, 1990 = IRAQ WARNING ISRAEL = NOT to TOUCH "IRAQ" = as they have ready CHEMICAL and BACTERIAL WEAPONS to RELEASE ON ISRAEL at the slightest EXCUSE! ANOTHER DOCUMENTARY of the HORRORS of this kind of WARFARE = "WORSE THAN THE ATOM BOMB!!" ISRAEL is not exactly too HAPPY about the POSSIBILITIES. And this THREAT. SHOULD IRAQ ALSO PARADE and HONOR the DEVELOPERS of this HELLISH BREW = ??? "BUBONIC PLAGUE" or "BLACK DEATH" or some other HELLISH CONCOCTION = did they have "ADVENTISTS" there to "CULTURE" THE DEATH POTION = ??? Expect some FEM all ATTWITTER in the presence of ARMY MEN - writing of this WILSON ARRANGED featuring the giving of "CONGRESSIONAL MEDALS OF HONOR" = to the Tune of the "BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC!" This "WORLD REPORT" = AR March 15, 1990. p.19 ends with: "A TASTE OF WHAT RE-UNIONS IN HEAVEN WILL BE LIKE!" (Makes one almost puke to write it!)

GOD DID NOT KNOW THE "STEPS TO CHRIST!!"

"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS BELIEVE..." are WAY AHEAD = !!! They cut the Ground out from "PETER" = by "FAITH ALONE!" (See the 2-colored "DOUBLE TALK" p.121-2.) No "VIRTUE" to keep "KNOWLEDGE" of how to CONCOCT "BACTERIAL WARFARE" (AND "AIDS??") IN CONTROL? NO "VIRTUE" NEEDED = just UNITE with the World and STOP at the BOTTOM RUNG = "FAITH ALONE!" No TEMPERANCE = no PATIENCE = no GODLINESS = no BROTHERLY KINDNESS = before you come to CHARITY (LOVE!)

NO! NO! NO! NO! WE PUT THAT "FIRST!"

So they got "STEPS TO CHRIST" BACK! And ADDED "TEARS IN-HIS=VOICE!" in that FIRST "LOVE!" CHAPTER! So they JANGLED AWAY = STEP BY STEP = they shot their Publications through = one "LOVE-CRAZY" LUNATIC after the other = "LOVE AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST!"
I SEE CHRIST COMING = "AND SOME ARE STILL ALIVE!"

"LOVE AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST?" or this: (The Faces of the WICKED) = "GATHERED BLACKNESS!" EW 16. "HID THEMSELVES in the DENS and in the ROCKS...from the FACE of HIM...for the Day of His "WRATH!" is COME!"
Rev. 6:15 to 17.

BED-TIME STORY "MAXWELL" BOOK!

"...at His RETURN...NOBODY needs to be AFRAID of a King like this!...at His coronation EVERYBODY will CHEER and CHEER and CHEER! They will be SO HAPPY...their JOY will be OVERWHELMING and UNIVERSAL!

...Such is the LEADER who is COMING to RULE the World!"
"MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" p.58 to 61.

AND YOU GAVE THAT BOOK TO OTHERS = ???

You just go by "EMOTIONALISM" = no "KNOWLEDGE!" no SENSE = ??? You did not look up the INDEX for "CORONATION?" THE BIGGEST SLAUGHTER IN THE HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE = !!!! As they "CHEER! and CHEER! and CHEER!"

"IN THE PRESENCE of the assembled inhabitants of EARTH and HEAVEN (NEVER in ALL HISTORY! ALL WHO HAVE EVER LIVED! NOT ONE MISSING!) the FINAL "CORONATION" of the Son of God takes place. And NOW = invested with SUPREME MAJESTY and POWER = the KING OF KINGS pronounces SENTENCE upon the REBELS...and EXECUTES JUSTICE!...FIRE COMES DOWN from God out of HEAVEN...THE DAY HAS COME that shall BURN as an OVEN...The very ROCKS are on FIRE = !!!!" (As they CHEER! and CHEER! and CHEER! HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET = ???) GC 666 to 672, Rev. 20:12-5.

THEY SOWED THE SEED OF "LOVE!"

No Preacher ever Read = from any Lukewarm Pulpit:
"Remember that DUTY has a twin Sister = "LOVE!" THESE "UNITED!" can accomplish ALMOST EVERYTHING = but "SEPARATED" = NEITHER is capable of "GOOD!" T4:62,27.
T3:195-6,108. Pk 675. COL 143.

RICHARDS OF THE VOP =

BRINSMED = FORD = HEPPENSTALL = went so "LOVE-CRAZY!" = that they declared it to be "UNLIMITED!" They SAW how much you LIKED it = and since "PSYCHOLOGY" is more Important than TRUTH = WILSON went the LIMIT = !!!! THE "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!"
IN THAT "27 THING" =

The "LOVE" of God is now "UNCONDITIONAL!" p.VII,6,25, 32,274,305,350,356 = fulfilling the PREDICTIONS of the PROPHET = THE DEVIL'S TRAIN = it seemed the "WHOLE WORLD" was on BOARD = POWERED by "UNIVERSALISM!"
EW 88,263.

IT JUST HAPPENED AT THIS VERY TIME

CBC-TV. April 2, 1990. "TALKING ABOUT "AIDS!"
8:00 p.m. "WE'RE NOT TALKING ABOUT "MORALS" HERE =
WE'RE TALKING ABOUT "LEARNING!" (This is an Example
of "KNOWLEDGE" with no "VIRTUE!") ("ADD" to your
"KNOWLEDGE!" = a "CONDOM!")

IT USED TO BE THE "CANADIAN BROADCASTING
COMMISSION."

THEN THEY SAID IT WAS "THE CATHOLIC BROADCASTING
COMMISSION."

NOW IT IS "THE CONDOM BROADCASTING COMMISSION."

How to put on "CONDOMS." How Girls "ENJOY" it = with
a "CONDOM!" A "CONDOM" does it ALL! GIRLS should ask
him if he has "AN OVERCOAT!" Does he know how to put
it on? to get all the "AIR" out? That seems to be all
that matters. Because this NATION WIDE PROGRAMME is
not here to "MORALIZE!" Kept saying this over and
over again. LIKE HUDSON in 8 "LAYWORKER" ARTICLES =
RAILING 24 TIMES AT "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" So did
LITTERELL of the "SABBATH SENTINEL." There is NOTHING
WORSE than "LEGALISM!" (Living by "LAW!")

FOLLOWED BY "BORN IN AFRICA!"

BLACK TRASH FROM "UGANDA" = WILSON = FORD = BRINSMEAD
could form a WORLD-FAMOUS "AIDS" QUARTET = singing
about "LOVE UNLIMITED and UNCONDITIONAL!" EXACTLY as
ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED! LEFT OUT of EW 48 but found in
"PRESENT TRUTH" p.32. September 1849. RH 1:11.
TM 385-6,420,431 to 435. Then see the "SEALING" of
"PHILADELPHIA" and who will NOT be "SEALED" and WHY!
TM 444 to 447. "They refused to let go the "FILTHY
GARMENTS!" TM 447. (Who was THAT = ???) "MEN of
Intelligence, MEN in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS = will be
putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER-BUILDING...!"
TM 446.

WHO CARES = ??? WHAT DOES IT MATTER = ???
DIDN'T HEPPENSTALL CONVERT BRINSMEAD AND WRIGHT

(With over 2 MILLION $'s from the HEPPENSTALL "FOUNDATION FUND"!) = now in CHARGE OF ANDREWS = ???

"CHARACTER" will be "GIVEN" you when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES = !!! SO SAYS THE JEWISH "TALMUD!

MORMONISM = BILLY GRAHAM = EVANGELICALISM = the Teaching of BABYLON and the reason for "CELEBRATION!" As they also WHOOPED it up around the "GOLDEN CALF" = HISTORY REPEATED.

THIS "LOVE-SICK" UGANDA "MUSICIAN"

Carrying his "LOVE" SONGS and his "AIDS" to SWEDEN = left behind 1,000,000 "AIDS VICTIMS" in UGANDA = sowed his Seed in SWEDEN = just before he gave his last Gasp = found only "RESPECT!" I wonder why = ???. But this is the way the World is going. SWEDISH SCIENTISTS discovered at least "5 INFECTIOUS DISEASES" this BLACK TRASH carried around with him who came to Sing of "LOVE!" to the "MOST PROMISCUOUS WHITE PEOPLE IN THE WORLD." NO ONE ON THIS PROGRAMME =

WAS THERE TO REPEAT THE WORDS OF CHRIST =

(OR SING ABOUT THEM!) = "...AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF LOT...THUS SHALL IT BE in the Day when the Son of man is revealed...REMEMBER LOT'S WIFE!!" Luke 17:28,30,32.

"THERE WAS A COMING "OUT!" a decided "SEPARATION!" from the Wicked, an "ESCAPE!" for "LIFE!" PP 166.


"ARISING IN THE CHURCH...when "THEY" shall say, "PEACE and SAFETY!" = then SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon "THEM!" AA 535. "HERE WE SEE that "THE CHURCH"... "PEACE and SAFETY!" = These DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

THIS BLACK TRASH = Featured TRANS-CANADA

PERHAPS "WILSON" COULD IMPORT = "SCUM" LIKE THAT = TO "CELEBRATION" CHURCH = !!!

FROM EZEKIEL 22:

1 = "Moreover the Word of the Lord came to me, saying:

"Now, thou son of man, wilt thou JUDGE the BLOODY CITY? Yea, thou shalt SHOW HER = "ALL" her ABOMI-

NATIONS.!!"
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FROM EZEKIEL 22:

25 = "There is a CONSPIRACY of her PROPHETS...
26 = "Her Princes in the midst thereof are like WOLVES ravening the Prey, to shed BLOOD, and to DESTROY SOULS, to get DISHONEST GAIN..."
30 = "And I sought for a MAN among them...but I found NONE!" (The MEN had long since fled OUT of the BLOODY CITY.)

FROM EZEKIEL 23:

2 = Son of man, there were 2 WOMEN = the DAUGHTERS of ONE MOTHER = (ROMANISM and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!)
4 = "And the NAMES of them are "AHOLAH the ELDER = and AHOLIBAH her SISTER...SAMARIA is AHOLAH and JERUSALEM is AHOLIBAH."
5 = "And AHOLAH played the harlot...desirable YOUNG MEN = HORSEMEN riding upon HORSES..."
8 = "For in her Youth they lay with her, and they bruised the Breasts of her VIRGINITY = and poured their WHOREDOM upon her...
11 = "And when her Sister AHOLIBAH saw this = she was MORE CORRUPT = (AHOLAH = ROMANISM THE ELDER gives you a CHANCE to get out of PURGATORY or HELL = by her PRIESTS saying "MASS" for you! But SPURGEON = MOODY = BILLY GRAHAM = ORAL ROBERTS = SWAGGART = BAKKER = AHOLIBAH (YOUNGER) = puts you in "HELL!" and throws the Key away! WORSE THAN RON-ANISM!) = "She was MORE CORRUPT in her INORDINATE "LOVE!" than she = and in her WHOREDOMS more than her Sister in her WHOREDOMS."
12 = "She doted upon the ASSYRIANS her NEIGHBORS - CAPTAINS and RULERS clothed most gorgeously = HORSEMEN riding upon HORSES = all of them desirable young men...
17 = "And the BABYLONIANS came to her into the Bed of "LOVE!" = and they DEFILED her...
18 = And discovered her NAKEDNESS...
20 = "Whose FLESH is as the FLESH of ASSES = and whose ISSUE is like the ISSUE of HORSES...
22 = "THEREFORE, O AHOLIBAH, thus saith the Lord God = Behold, I will raise up THY LOVERS.... AGAINST THEE ON EVERY SIDE = (NO ONE HAS ANY USE FOR A TWO-TIMER!)...ALL of them riding upon HORSES...
24 = "And they shall come against thee with CHARIOTS = WAGONS = and WHEELS = and with an Assembly of PEOPLE - which shall set against thee BUCKLER and SHIELD and HELMET round about = and I will set JUDGEMENT before them = and they shall JUDGE THEE...

25 = And they shall deal FURIOUSLY with thee = they shall take away thine NOSE and thine EARS = and thy "REMNANT" shall FALL by the SWORD = ("Those among SABBATHKEEPERS...A Day of HEART-RENDERING ANGUISH is BEFORE "US!" (FUTURISM!) I was shown that POINTED TESTIMONIES should be borne, and that those who will come up to the Help of the Lord will receive His BLESSING. But SABBATHKEEPERS have a "WORK!" to do...The PROPHECY of ISAIAH 3 was presented before me as applying (FUTURISM!) to these LAST DAYS, and the REPROOFS are given to the DAUGHTERS of ZION who have thought ONLY of APPEARANCE and DISPLAY. Read Verse 25: "THY MEN shall FALL by the SWORD, and thy MIGHTY in the "WAR!" I was shown that this Scripture will be STRICTLY FUL-FILLED. YOUNG MEN and WOMEN "PROFESSING" ("FAITH ALONE!") PROFESSING to be "CHRISTIANS" = yet having borne NO BURDENS, and felt NO "INDIVIDUAL" RESPONSIBILITY (Just went by the "LEADERship!") felt no "INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY" are to be proved. "THEY" will be brought LOW in the DUST = and will LONG for an experience in the things of God = which they have FAILED to obtain.

WAR LIFTS HIS HELMET TO HIS BROW

O GOD, PROTECT THY PEOPLE NOW!

T1:269,270.

[This is set up to APPEAR = they will WIN ANYWAY = !!! ("END UP IN A POSITIVE NOTE!") But read it from the ORIGINAL RH 1:40 and JUDGE for yourself = if they ESCAPE with only "APPEARANCE" = "DISPLAY" = "UNLIMITED "LOVE!" and "KISSES!" ) or else continue Reading:]

EZEKIEL 23:25 = and thy "REMNANT" shall Fall by the "SWORD!" = they shall take thy SONS, and thy DAUGHTERS (for the First Time in History = now going ALL OUT in CANADA and the U.S.A. = WOMEN in the FRONT LINES.)
IN THE NEXT "WAR!"

(ADVENTIST "WOMEN!" OLD ADVENTIST DOWAGERS PROUDLY MARCHING in their MILITARY UNIFORMS = at the SAME TIME their MEDICAL MEN appeared on the PLATFORM in LLU = MILITARY SWORDS AND ALL!) (JUST LIKE THE JEWS = !!! AS HISTORY IS REPEATED!) Going to save themselves with "FORCE!" WILSON SPENDING HOW MANY "THOUSANDS!" OF YOUR $'s = to put on a DISPLAY of 120 "WHITECOAT VETERANS" = who MIXED = TESTED and BREWED = "BUBONIC PLAGUE" = "BLACK DEATH" = "ANTHRAX" = "MALIGNANT PUSTULES" = NOT A REPENTANCE IN A CAR-LOAD OF THEM = "UNITED STATES ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES" (USAMRIID) AT FORT DETRICK (MARYLAND) 1961 to 1973 = FEATURED BEFORE ARMY AND GOVERNMENT DIGNITARIES with "FRIDAY NIGHT "VESPER"S" TO THE TUNE OF: "BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC!" ..."A TASTE OF WHAT REUNION IN HEAVEN WILL BE LIKE." By "ANN DAMAZO" = (RH) AR March 15, 1990. p.19.

STOP AND ASK THE AVERAGE "ADVENTIST" =

How would "YOU" write this up = ??? BEWARE! Lest he have a "HEART-ARREST" WHAT = ??? ME = ??? You could track him for 2 Miles! ELLEN WHITE USED THE RIGHT WORDS WHEN SHE WROTE: "...the GREAT PROPORTION...will COWARDLY take the Side of the OPPONENTS!" T5:136. "THESE APOSTATES will then manifest (VERY BRAVELY!) THE MOST BITTER ENMITY, doing ALL IN THEIR POWER to OPPRESS and MALIGN their FORMER "BRETHREN" and to excite INDIGNATION against them. THIS DAY IS JUST BEFORE US. (We will then be)...perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE!" T5:463.

PREDICTION = MANY WHO ARE ON OUR MAILING LIST right now! Will find ANY KIND OF AN EXCUSE = to SIGN OVER = to the OTHER SIDE = !!! This we know = as surely as we know anything! GOOD RIDDANCE! "...for the WRATH of God must have come upon us = if these CORRUPT PRETENDERS had remained with us!" T1:99. SG 2:201.

"THEY SHALL BE UNDER THE CONTROL OF SATAN"

(T1:187.) ...AS THE STORM APPROACHES, A LARGE CLASS ...BY UNITING WITH THE WORLD...They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES..." 1884 GC 426. GC 608. "When the LAW of God is made VOID = "THE CHURCH" will be sifted by FIERY TRIALS, and a LARGER PROPORTION than we now...
ANTICIPATE will give heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and
DOCTRINES OF DEVILS...FABLES OF EVERY KIND will be
brought IN to SEDUCE...THE STORM IS COMING...CONFEDER-
ACIES WILL INCREASE..." Ev. 361-3. (READ BEFORE AND
AFTER!)

WHILE JOHNSON PLAYS HIS "JEWISH HARP!" TRA LA!

"THE "CELEBRATION" CONTINUED...THE "ADVENTIST REVIEW"
will continue to Report on these "CELEBRATION"
CHURCHES in an upcoming SERIES of "ARTICLES!"...BLACK
and HISPANIC CHURCHES in North America have been set-
tig the pace...MUSIC IS EXUBERANT..." AR March 11,

EXACTLY AS WRITTEN: (EMPHASIS HERS!)

"And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists, who have
had great light), which are exalted unto heaven (in
point of privilege) shalt be brought down to hell..."
RH August 1, 1893.

EZEKIEL 23:25. "...and thy "REMNANT" shall Fall by
the "SWORD!" they shall take thy SONS and thy DAUGH-
TERS = and thy RESIDUE shall be DEVORED by FIRE!"

29 = "...and shall leave thee = NAKED and BARE..."
30 = "...because thou has gone a WHORING after the
HEATHEN..."
32 = "...thou shalt DRINK of thy Sister's cup...thou
shall be LAUGHED to SCORN...!"
36 = "The Lord said moreover unto me; Son of man =
wilt thou JUDGE AHOLAH and AHOLIBAH? Yea, declare
unto them their "ABOMINATIONS!"

LOVE "UNLIMITED?" and "UNCONDITIONAL?"

This BLACK TRASH = coming to SWEDEN with "AT LEAST 5
INFECTION CONDITIONS" when examined by "SWEDISH
SCIENTISTS" = excited the YOUTH with "SONGS" of
"LOVE!" I refused to Listen to the last Hour of this
"ABOMINATION!" There is only ONE SURE CURE: (REPEAT
THIS DOUBLE!)

"...and FIRE and BRIMSTONE rained down upon them!"

(GOOD!)

"...the PREVAILING PESTILENCE...Soon the DEAD and
DYING will be all around us. I saw that some will be
so HARDENED = as to even make "SPORT!" of the "JUDGE-
MENTS=OF=GOD!" Pt 32. RH 1:11.
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ARE WE FINISHED = ???  NO, WE ARE NOT FINISHED.

EZEKIEL 23:46-7. "For thus saith the Lord God...And the COMPANY shall STONE them with STONES = (This has happened already = HOMOS and LESBIANS parading their FILTH = and DECENT PEOPLE = threw STONES and BRICKS at them! The POLICE had to turn WATER-HOSES on them to cool them off.) "...STONE them with STONES = and to DISPATCH them with their SWORDS (GUNS) = they shall SLAY their SONS and their DAUGHTERS, and BURN their HOUSES with FIRE!"

EZEKIEL 24:6. "Wherefore thus saith the Lord God = "WOE to the BLOODY CITY! = to the POT whose "SCUM" is THEREIN, and whose "SCUM" is NOT gone OUT=OF=IT!"

12 = "her "SCUM" shall be in the "FIRE!"

14 = ".I, the LORD = have spoken it = and it shall come to pass...NEITHER WILL I SPARE = NEITHER WILL I REPENT = according to thy ways, and according to thy doings = SHALL THEY JUDGE THEE, saith the Lord God..."

21 = "Speak unto the House of Israel...your Sons and your Daughters whom ye have left = shall FALL by the SWORD!"

ISA. 31:1-9. "WOE to them that go down to EGYPT for HELP = and STAY ON HORSES, and TRUST in CHARIOTS...and in HORSEMEN...they shall ALL=FAIL=TOGETHER!..."

BRINSMEAD DENIED THIS:

"In the VISIONS given to ISAIAH = to EZEKIEL = and to JOHN = we see how CLOSELY HEAVEN is connected with the "EVENTS" taking place upon the Earth...COMING "EVENTS" is in the Hands of the Lord." T5:753. JEREMIAH 36:1-7. (THIS CHAPTER is a RECORD of HISTORICAL "EVENTS" that will be "REPEATED!") "Let all who desire to receive WARNING = READ CAREFULLY!" BC 4:1159. RH 5:542. "THEY" will go on "BLINDLY" in the way of EVIL, but, like the deluded "PHARISEES" = so "SELF-DECEIVED that they THINK they are doing God's service...and some of you "THEY" will cause to be put to DEATH!" ...MANY shall be CAUSED to STUMBLE and FALL. "AND BE SNARED = and be TAKEN." T5:690-1.

OBTAINABLE FROM A. VERNE BATES = "TESTIMONIES FOR THE CHURCH" = No. 23. 1873. FIND THIS IN "TESTIMONIES FOR THE CHURCH" = VOL. 3 = (See "CONTENTS" that this is pages 252 to 338. MAIN SUBJECT: "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH." - 12 -
MARK THE HIGHLIGHTS = THIS "No. 23" OR T3:252 to 338.
WHAT DO YOU FIND? "I KNOW THY WORKS...I WILL SPUE THEE OUT!...NEED OF NOTHING...("MINISTERS WHOM "HE" HAS CALLED...is NOT a "PEACE and SAFETY" MESSAGE!"
p.3 (252.)

BUT THE PEOPLE WANT A "PEACE AND SAFETY" MESSAGE.
And will tolerate NOTHING ELSE! WHAT GREATER DECEPTION! All the way through! "LEFT IN BLINDNESS!"
p. 9 (257.)

THE USUAL URIAH SMITH TRICKS =
Makes it exceedingly HARD to FOLLOW THE TEXT = because he ADDS "CHAPTER-HEADINGS" that were NOT THERE! TAKES AWAY those that ARE THERE! CHANGES PARAGRAPH STARTING POINTS = so it will take a LONG TIME to WADE THROUGH IT = but after doing that I can tell you it is BASICALLY THE SAME. NO REAL DIFFERENCE.

BUT WHAT IS NOT THE SAME =
THIS A. VERNE BATES RELEASE = called "ECHOES FROM THE PAST!" = has an "APPENDIX" called: "AN EARNEST APPEAL" by JAMES WHITE = pages 1 to 47 by J.W.

SO IF YOU READ (and MARK!) = ALL OF "No. 23."

So you know what the Lord showed ELLEN WHITE - that NO WAY can you TRUST or go by these "LAOICEANS!" = SANCTIMONIOUS = PIOUS = DECEIVED BY SATAN = FLATTER THEMSELVES = LIKE ACHAN = WHEN A "CRISIS" comes = their "CONFESSIONS ARE TOO LATE!" = ELIJAH (ONE MAN!) OPPOSED BY 850 OF THESE "BAAL-PRIESTS!" = THE "INDIVIDUAL" WILL WIN! JEZEBEL EATEN BY DOGS! HOUSE OF Ahab is NO MORE! You go on like that = see MOSES and AARON face the MIGHTIEST POWER ON EARTH! THE INDIVIDUAL WINS! HER MESSAGE WAS "THE VOICE OF GOD!"

THEN YOU COME TO "APPENDIX" = JAMES WHITE!

URIAH SMITH'S "THOUGHTS ON THE REVELATION." 1867. Left him and "WILLIE WHITE" = all SPELL-BOUND! In what appears to be = 1873 p.3. So to DISREGARD "OUR ORGANIZATION" is "AN INSULT TO GOD!" p.12. "OUR GENERAL CONFERENCE IS THE HIGHEST EARTHY AUTHORITY" and all "OFFICERS" of all "CONFERENCES" around the World are to "RESPECT" them as "SAFE COUNSELORS!" p.13. So "BATTLE CREEK" becomes the "VOICE OF GOD!" p. 13-4.

- 13 -
YESIREE! MORE BLAH! for PAGES!

CONTRADICTING EVERYTHING THE LORD SHOWED ELLEN WHITE!
No Wonder they lived apart for something like a YEAR and a HALF = she going to the PACIFIC COAST = united for a short while as he was laid to Rest in 1881 when the REAL CLASH came between URIAH SMITH and ELLEN WHITE.

THE "SPECIAL" TESTIMONY GIVEN FROM WHAT WAS

ALMOST HER DEATH-BED = he cut up and slashed = leaving out 13 pages = from "SPECIAL TESTIMONY" TO THE "BATTLE CREEK CHURCH" = see the DIFFERENCE from this "SPECIAL" and as URIAH SMITH put it in T5:21 to 96. (Each Book $2.50 U.S. plus POSTAGE.) Order from: >>>>

JAMES WHITE ALMOST KILLED HIS WIFE =
As he called on the WORLD CHURCH to follow "BATTLE CREEK" which meant = "URIAH SMITH!" And 17 Year Old "WEE WILLIE WHITE" took that course ever since = as did "SACRAMENTO REFORM" to this day. OH! It will take you a while to CHECK THIS OUT = but what is your Soul worth = ??? After all the "ABOMINATIONS" they have HEAPED UP = are we STILL going to go by "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM" "...who have no COURAGE to "CONDEMN" WRONG = but keep "SILENT" when their "INFLUENCE" is NEEDED to STAND in "DEFENSE" of the RIGHT against ANY "PRESSURE" = may avoid many HEARTACHES and escape many PERPLEXITIES = they will also LOSE a VERY RICH "REWARD" = if not their own SOULS. (WATCH THESE WORDS = !!!) Those who are in HARMONY with GOD, and who through "FAITH" in Him = receive STRENGTH to RESIST WRONG and STAND in DEFENSE of the RIGHT = WILL=ALWAYS=HAVE SEVERE CONFLICT = (as she did!) and will frequently have to stand ALMOST "ALONE!" BUT PRECIOUS VICTORIES will be THEIRS...
Their MORAL SENSIBILITIES will be KEEN and CLEAR...The MILD and YIELDING spirit of AARON (and URIAH SMITH!) and his desire to "PLEASE=THE=PEOPLE!" = BLINDED his eyes to their SINS and to the ENORMITY of the CRIME that he was SANCTIONING...giving "INFLUENCE" to WRONG...cost the lives of 3,000 men!" T3:302-3.

(READ THE ABOVE AGAIN! And REMEMBER for how many YEARS=YOU=WERE=DECIEVED by that OLD CODGER "FROOM" about "LENDING YOUR "INFLUENCE!" = to HIM! READ THE ABOVE 3 TIMES until the TRUTH SINKS IN!)
THAT IF YOU VALUE YOUR SOUL
You will "CONDEMN" and you will not FEAR if you stand
ALONE WITH GOD = !!!

THIS IS RIGHT IN THE AREA OF "No. 23" = 1873 =
Where JAMES WHITE = LENT HIS "INFLUENCE" to URIAH
SMITH AND THE LEADERSHIP = and if the Lord had not
laid him to Rest in 1881 = he would have FUDDLED EVERY-
THING UP in 1888. LIKE OLD DODDERING AARON = and OLD
ELI was too WEAK to stand up for the "RIGHT!" and
"CONDEMN WRONG!"

IF YOU DID NOT READ THIS IN THE WRITINGS =
For you they were Written IN VAIN = !!! I hope these
Words will strengthen those who find themselves
"ALONE!" to PERSEVERE for their REWARD is not far away
= when the World is now in TURMOIL = and will get
RAPIDLY WORSE =

PONDER THESE WORDS = "SPOTLIGHT" MARCH 19, 1990
BACK COVER p.24. "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" = Florida State
Rep. George Albright...holds up an EDITORIAL from U.S.
NEWS & WORLD REPORT that says that 80% of the BABIES
born in NEW YORK = BOSTON = DETROIT and CHICAGO are
born to UNWED MOTHERS...simultaneously with the wide-
spread introduction of SEX EDUCATION in AMERICAN
SCHOOLS. If it is not the CAUSE of the problem, it
certainly hasn't helped so far." SPOTLIGHT, March 19,

"SPIRITUALISM: = SATAN = AS AN ANGEL OF "LIGHT!"
"...his ELOQUENT PORTRAYALS of "LOVE!" and "CHARITY!"
...The REINS of "SELF-CONTROL" are laid upon the Neck
of "LUST!"...to the ANIMAL PROPENSIITIES, and SATAN
exultingly sweeps into his net THOUSANDS who "PROFESS"
to be followers of Christ..."LOVE" is dwelt upon as
the CHIEF ATTRIBUTE of God...GOD'S JUSTICE = HIS
DENUNCIATION OF SIN = the REQUIREMENTS of His HOLY LAW
= are all kept OUT-OF-SIGHT...IT-IS-IMPOSSIBLE = in
their own strength= to BREAK AWAY!" GC 554,556,558.

OLD ELI = AARON = BALAAM = SWAGGART = VENDEN =
and "CELEBRATION" CHURCH! Turning to "THE WORLD TO-
MORROW" PROGRAMME = this day (April 7, 1990) SWAGGART
was RAVING away about the "LOVE!" of JESUS - His
"GRACE!" and send $50.00 to get "MORE-OF-THE-SAME!"
AND AS IN THE DAYS OF THE GOLDEN Calf

OR HOLY COW = these PULPIT JESTERS will REAP their MILLIONS! What a SIGHT in the Day of JUDGEMENT = EW 282. GC 656. ST 1:116.

WORSE THAN SODOM AND GOMORRAH =

"NEWSLETTER PUBLICATION" #467. Dec. 1, 1979. "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" = (Hope to Re-Print it the Lord willing.) = "SEX-POT BOOKS by JEWESS "ALAYNE YATES" = hired by LLU = knew of her Book and her Teaching BEFORE they hired her = "SEX WITHOUT SHAME!" = FEATURED ON TRANS-CANADA "TAKE 30" = Nov. 5, 1979. 3:00 p.m. = little Boys have ERECTION at age 1. Girls have LUBRICATION. Should be ENCOURAGED = PRIME TIME is DIAPERING TIME = PLAY with their GENITALS = should have NO SEPARATE BATH ROOMS = Boys and Girls should WATCH each other - URINATE! I WATCHED HER CLOSELY - EYES EVER SHIFTING = EVER ROVING - MUCHO-LOCO.

GOLDIE POPIELAK = HELEN CUNNINGHAM LETTERS =

"...this move is so horrible that we were unable to believe it possible until we wrote for the Proof. I still am shocked numb..."COME OUT OF HER - MY PEOPLE!" that ye partake NOT of her sins and RECEIVE NOT of her PLAGUES!" I doubt if anything that was done in SODOM and GOMORRAH was as bad as the writings of this Book ...Talk about being "THE HOLD OF EVERY FOUL AND UNCLEAN BIRD!" TM265. RH 3:233. COL: 179, 316. GC 390, 603, 607, 608, 444. EW 276. T8:118-120, 250. PP 458. PK 187.

"POOR LITTLE BABIES! DO NOT STAND A CHANCE!"

No Wonder the Lord is going to give BABYLON = "DOUBLE!" And the Leaders of this people will suffer "10 TIMES MORE!" than their people! GOOD = !!! EW 282.

URIAH SMITH'S WIFE WHO STARTED THAT IN THE COLLEGE

With her BRATS = speaking of WHEN and HOW and WHY the ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP is going to get it. THE LORD LOWERS THE BOOM ON THEM = GC 565. "THE MULTITUDES... TURN upon the FALSE SHEPHERDS!" "EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED!" YOUR "URIAH SMITH" GC 656.

WHAT DID THE ORIGINAL GC 472-3 SAY = ???

It DID NOT SAY: "FALSE SHEPHERDS!"
IT SAID: "FALSE WATCHMEN!"

Here again we come to the Question of showing the "CHANGES" = with NO COMMENTS! 999 out of 1,000 would SLIDE over it and say: "WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?" "WHO CARES?" "MUCH ADO ABOUT "NOTHING!" HOEHN!" You're going off on a Limb! That CHANGE is NOTHING = NOTHING = NOTHING!

O.K. = I HAVE 2 QUESTIONS:

(1) If there is NO DIFFERENCE = why not LEAVE IT ALONE! WHY CHANGE IT = ??? The DEVIL so inspired "URIAH SMITH" that he did not know himself WHY he changed it! And the PROUD PHARISEES can say (and it is literally True!) they see: "NO DIFFERENCE!" So WHY do you see any Difference if our GREAT men = our MIGHTY men = see no DIFFERENCE = why do you?

(2) Alright - we REPEAT what we said under #1 = if there is NO DIFFERENCE = WHY don't you LEAVE IT ALONE = ??? But if they went to all that Trouble = there MUST be a REASON = !!! Even if URIAH SMITH saw no REASON = the DEVIL that inspired him =

MUST HAVE HAD A REASON = WHAT IS THAT REASON?

We can Truthfully say = a "BLIND LAODICEAN" would not see it "IN 1,000 YEARS!" Their MEMORY is TOO SHORT = any MIND that can take "SPEW OUT!" and TWIST it RIGHT AROUND = that MIND when he calls on it to ACT RATIONALLY = THINK STRAIGHT = like MUCHO LOCO "ALAYNE YATES" would not EVER be fit to Teach the "10 VIRGIN CLASS!" no more than these MUCHO-LOCO CROOKED ADVENTIST CHURCH LEADERS = would not EVER be FIT to do anything more than be put to Work at something suitable to their Talents - such as CLEANING BARNs! They missed their Calling.

DID YOU SAY THEY ARE NOT "CROOKED?"

ALRIGHT = we will be more "SCHOLARLY!" In the "SEALING" TIME = as PHILADELPHIA is being SEALED in TM 446. "MEN of INTELLIGENCE = MEN in "RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS" will be putting "ROTTON TIMBERS" in their "CHARACTER-BUILDING"...a SPECTACLE to the WORLD of MORAL LOOSENESS!...in INDECENT ACTIONS and MORAL DEFILEMENT of the BODY? The APOSTLE exhorts us - (And they will call it: "FAULT FINDING!" and THREATEN us with "LAW!" = if we know who their ROOM-MATES were in COLLEGE =
= who said he never knew WHOSE BED he would crawl in =
and which NIGHT = expect a CREEP like that = to
Threaten "LAW!") "THE APOSTLE EXHORTED US..."Let us
CLEANSE OURSELVES from all FILTHINESS of the FLESH...
INDIVIDUALLY!" TM 447-8.

(NOT FORM A CONFEDERACY CALLING ON ROMAN "LAW!")
CLEAN UP YOUR ACT! GO TO MEETINGS WITH YOUR WIFE WITH
YOU! "...keeping their garments SPOTLESS, But MANY...
COVERED up their DEFILEMENT and ROTTENNESS of "CHARAC-
TER?" How is the faithful City become an "HARLOT!"
(Way back in 1903.) T8:250.

DO NOT EXPECT SUCH LIBERTINES TO WORRY ABOUT:
CHANGING THE WRITINGS = but will continue to
"COVER-UP" for HARLOTS!

ELLEN WHITE WROTE: "...the FALSE WATCHMEN!"...(She
also called them "FALSE SHEPHERDS!" But we are NOT
TALKING about "THAT!" We are talking about why
"CHANGE" it = ???) 1884 ORIGINAL GC 473 - Top of Page
= (Beginning on p.472) = "THE MULTITUDES (Yes! they
"WON" the "MULTITUDES!" = 2,000 a DAY! But now they
Wish they had not won that MANY!) "The MULTITUDES are
filled with FURY! "WE ARE LOST!" they Cry, (These
"FALSE WATCHMEN" had taught them to say: "I AM SAVED!
but this is the Hour of Truth and now they see:)
"...with FURY. "WE ARE LOST!" they cry," and "YOU
are the CAUSE of our RUIN; and they TURN upon the
FALSE "WATCHMEN!"...EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and
BLOODSHED!" 1884 GC 472-3.

THE DEVIL INSPIRED URIAH SMITH TO CHANGE THIS TO: "the
FALSE "SHEPHERDS!" GC 656.

WHY THIS CHANGING BACK AND FORTH = ???

JUST TO BE STUBBORN = NO REAL REASON = ??? OR COULD
THIS BE THE REASON = ???

THE BIBLE:

(AND THE "TRA LA!" WATCHMEN!) "But if the "WATCHMEN"
see the SWORD COME, and BLOW not the "TRUMPET" (is
this one of the "TRUMPETS"?)...and BLOW not the
"TRUMPET!" = and the people be not WARNED; if the
SWORD COME, and take any person from among them... HIS
BLOOD will I require at the "WATCHMAN'S" HAND!"
Ezekiel 33:6.
THOSE WHO STAND IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS

...are represented as "WATCHMEN" on the WALLS of ZION. God calls upon them to SOUND AN ALARM...With SPECIAL SEVERITY ("But I saw that the "MINISTERS" did not escape the WRATH of God. Their SUFFERING was TENFOLD GREATER than that of their people." EW 282) ..."WITH SPECIAL SEVERITY will the Lord's hand fall upon the "WATCHMEN" who have FAILED..." T8:195. (AGAIN! WE COME TO THE "SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER!) "THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2.

**********************************

SO ANXIOUS TO WIN THEIR "MULTITUDES" = BEND ALL THEIR "EXEGETING" TO PLEASE THE "ITCHING EARS" = NOT THINKING of the End of the Road - until they are in the "7 LAST PLAGUES" = not far away.

THE END OF THE ROAD

"THE SHAKING" (SEALING!) CHAPTER = RH 1:32. T1:179. (with invaluable "FOOTNOTES.") portrays: "The solemn "TESTIMONY" upon which the "DESTINY" of "THE=CHURCH=HANGS!" T1:181. EW 270.

FOLLOWED BY THE "SUNDAY LAW" = "LOUD CRY!"

T1:183. EW 271. ("LATTER RAIN" = "REFRESHING" = "LOUD CRY!" = being ONE and the SAME THING!) That is to say = if you go by ELLEN WHITE and NOT "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM!"

WE ARE NOT CONCERNED IF YOU READ THIS = DEMANDING! in the back of your Mind = (SUBCONSCIOUSLY) = that "WE" must CONFORM to "YOUR" MIND-SET that it MUST conform to PRE-CONCEIVED "URIAH SMITH TRADITION" = we would not give a plugged "Nickel" for what "URIAH SMITH = BOURDEAU" and their "SCUM THAT HAS NOT GONE OUT OF IT!" = have concocted. That is why we seek out the "ORIGINAL TEXT" as given by the Lord = before the "CHANGES IN THE TEMPLE" = fouled it up.

OFTEN ONE WORD = WILL CHANGE THE WHOLE THOUGHT =

OFTEN ONE WORD = will get a WHOLE ORGANIZATION =

TO END UP IN A HEAP = IN "LOWER ADVENTOSIA!"
"ORGANIZATION = INSTITUTIONS =

Unless kept by the "POWER OR GOD!" = WILL WORK (no IFS = ANDS = or BUTS about it!) "WILL WORK!" = under SATAN'S DICTATION to bring men under the control of men = and FRAUD and GUILE will bear the "SEMLANCE" of ZEAL for TRUTH and for the ADVANCEMENT of the Kingdom of God. ...HIS METHODS ARE PRACTICED EVEN AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" ...A CURSE is pronounced upon all who do this." Tm 366-7. 1895. (See how this has been all CHEWED UP and CHANGED = from the "SERIES "A" and is there ONE SINGLE WRITER OF "CHURCH" OR "REFORM" THAT WILL QUOTE THIS REFERENCE FROM TM 366 = ??? Not over their DEAD BODY = !!! And it WILL be = "OVER THEIR DEAD BODY!"")

NO = WE ARE NOT TRYING TO WIN =

ANY "...INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES" with "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" = and "I AM SAVED = HOLY = SINLESS!" "JUST LIKE CHRIST!" = "WE ARE GODS!" =

JUST LIKE "FORD" PICKED UP "JESUITISM" =
FOR 2 YEARS FROM "F.F.BRUCE" = ENGLAND =
JUST SO "URIAH SMITH" PICKED UP "JUDAISM" =
FOR 3 YEARS IN "PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY" =
"SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA" = p.1200 = ADMITS he "MAINTAINED AN ALMOST UNBROKEN CONNECTION WITH THE (PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY) UNTIL THE TIME OF HIS DEATH!"

***************

SO WHEN "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" WROTE: Under the Subject of WHO and WHAT is: "BABYLON!" = in (SOP 4:235) ORIGINAL 1884 GC 235 = (READ IT!)

URIAH SMITH: ripped out that Page = !!! (TALK ABOUT MAJOR "CHANGE!" And Adventists have not caught on yet = !!! As they BOW at the FEET of their BILLY GRAHAMS = ORAL ROBERTS = BARNHOUSE = MARTIN = F.F. BRUCE = call in the CHARISMATICS to REVIVE them and make them "LUKE WARM" again. Not as COLD as the "ICEBERG" that the Little Ship has to "MEET IT!" in SM 1:205. In their "OMEGA HOUR!"

URIAH SMITH = IN FURY AND RAGE! =
RIPPED OUT THAT PAGE =
ONE THING THAT PAGE EXPOSED WAS

"...the dangerous DELUSION of "UNIVERSALISM!" 1884 GC 235. ALL ACROSS AMERICA = we found that especially YOUNG ADVENTISTS - did not know what "UNIVERSALISM" is. It is MIKE CLUTE! The all-out "LOVE!" of the MIKE CLUTE = HEPPENSTALL "JEWISH TALMUD" LAODICEAN "YAHWEH! = "SAVES" THEM ALL = !!! Even if they have to go through all sorts of: "RE-INCARNATIONS!" = eventually = somehow = (WIELAND doesn't know how) = "ALL" will come to "REPENTANCE!" and be "SAVED!" = even the DEVIL = !!!

THAT IS THE LIMIT OF "LOVE UNLIMITED!"

TO SPEAK AGAINST THAT = as SOP 4:235 (1884 GC 235) did = !!! Was UNTENABLE to "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM!" So he RIPPED it "OUT!" and gave you "HIS" (IMPROVED) GC 384.

HOPKINS = GUTHRIE = SPURGEON!

"HOLY HELL PORK PRIESTS" = are giving you "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" = against "BABYLON = !!!" So he stayed with the Creed of "PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY!" = till the day he Died = !!! And Adventists are going to BOW DOWN before these SAME MENTORS - till the Day they DIE! Which is not very far away. How they are going to win their "GREAT MULTITUDES!" 1884 GC 355.

"FACTS FOR THE TIMES" = BATTLE CREEK STEAM PRESS =

3rd Edition = 1885. What Adventists once believed: "THE WORLD'S CONVERSION = A FABLE!" "...a novel Doctrine = UNKNOWN to the Church for...1600 Years...DR. WHITBY...HOPKINS...by the MAJORITY of "EVANGELICAL DIVINES" of the present Day..."HOWEVER DR. WHITBY got the NOTION of "THE WORLD'S CONVERSION" - I cannot tell. The ancient Church NEVER BELIEVED it = and for HUNDREDS OF YEARS = it was NEVER PREACHED...the "ORIGENIA and ROMISH FAITH"..."FACTS FOR THE TIMES" = (Official Adventist 1885 Book p.234.)

WHAT WE (ADVENTISTS) DO BELIEVE:

"We have the strongest presumptive evidence AGAINST THE WHITBYAN THEORY = for if the PREACHING of the APOSTLES, and even of the Son of God himself = was REJECTED...it will be so TO=THE=END!..."
"NO GREATER POWER...

Backed up by the many MIRACLES and SIGNS of the Holy Ghost = exhausted the provisions of the DIVINE PLAN, so that = NO POWER COULD MOVE those who were HARDENED...Will there ever be MORE POWERFUL and PERSUASIVE PREACHING..."NEVER!"...

"LUTHER..."ALL THE WORLD WILL BECOME CHRISTIANS!"

"This is a FALSEHOOD = FORGED BY SATAN..."COTTON MATHER SAYS = They indulge themselves in a VAIN DREAM = not to say "INSANE!"...MARTIN LUTHER REMARKS = You will see = before long = such WICKEDNESS will prevail, LIFE will become so terrible to bear, that in every quarter the CRY will be raised, "GOD = COME WITH THY LAST JUDGMENT!" "SDA FACTS FOR THE TIMES" p.234 to 237.

DO NOT MISUNDERSTAND = !!!

"MULTITUDES" in the Valley of Decision = will go from SEA to SEA = seeking the Lord in THOUSANDS of "REVELATION SEMINARS!" = Will they find HIM? "...With their FLOCKS and with their HERDS!"...The REASON why they do not find the Lord = is simply this = they seek Him where HE=IS=NOT! = He hath WITHDRAWN HIMSELF to the MOST HOLY PLACE!" JAMES WHITE. PT 79. May 1850.

**********************

"If we are FIRMLY FIXED upon the "PRESENT TRUTH" = and have our "HOPE!" like an ANCHOR to the Soul = cast within the SECOND VAIL = the various WINDS of FALSE DOCTRINE and ERROR cannot move us = FOR=WE=KNOW that the Master of the House ROSE UP IN 1844 = and SHUT THE DOOR (THE "SHUT DOOR" WE ALL STILL BELIEVE IN = !!!) and SHUT THE DOOR of the 1ST APARTMENT of the Heavenly Tabernacle = and now we certainly expect that they will "GO WITH THEIR FLOCKS" "TO SEEK THE LORD; but they shall not find Him; He hath WITHDRAWN HIMSELF (WITHIN THE SECOND VAIL) from them." The Lord has shown me that the "POWER!" which is with them is a mere "HUMAN INFLUENCE" and NOT the "POWER!" of God...I saw that our Message was NOT to the SHEPHERDS who had led the Flock ASTRAY = but (AN "INDEPENDENT" MINISTRY!) to the POOR, HUNGRY SCATTERED SHEEP." In hope. E.G.WHITE. PT 64. March 1850. RH 1:21.

**********************
"BUD" SHUSTER LETTER =

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY = "MAGAZINE" Publication #651.
October 20, 1989. Speaking of "CATEGORY OF CHANGES" in the Books. Just to show you how "CHANGES" can throw entire "MOVEMENTS" out of Kilter = We wondered why the "AWAKENING" came to AMERICA = beating their TOM-TOMS for:

"FIRST APARTMENT!" = "FIRST APARTMENT!"

"FIRST APARTMENT!" Turning to the Section dealing with: "THE SANCTUARY" = "OPEN AND SHUT DOOR" = "3rd ANGEL'S MESSAGE = ORIGINAL 1884 GC 258 to 293. URIAH SMITH just about DOUBLED the TEXT in his GC 409 - 460.

******************************

ELLEN WHITE was speaking of the CHANGE of MINISTRATION in 1844 = the ELABORATE HUSTLE and BUSTLE in Heaven = getting READY for the COURT = 4 and 20 ELDERS and all = THRONES SET = in DANIEL 7:9-10, 13 to 14. REVELATION 4:2 to 4; 5:6 to 14. RELIGION CHANGED! ONE DOOR WAS SHUT = ANOTHER DOOR OPENED = !!! WHY WOULD "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" LABOR the RITUAL of the "FIRST APARTMENT" = if that was all DONE and PAST = ???

THE ANSWER IS = SHE DID NOT = !!!

This was a chance for URIAH SMITH to throw a MONKEY-WRENCH into the WORKS = and EXPAND "KNOWINGLY!! = on his GREAT "KNOWLEDGE" of what went on in the "HOLY PLACE!" Since the (URIAH SMITH) GC 409 to 460 was RAVING AWAY about "FIRST APARTMENT!" = "FIRST APARTMENT!" = I wondered how many times "FIRST APARTMENT" was mentioned in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 258 to 293. So I had a "SEE-THRU" PEN on the ready to use to MARK "FIRST APARTMENT" or "HOLY PLACE" in the ORIGINAL BOOK = and never used it - !!!

"WILL SOME ONE CHECK THIS OUT = ???"

"BUD" SHUSTER REPLIED = !!!

Both by PHONE and by PEN: "I read SOP #4:258 to 285 aloud, for Violet's benefit, pages 286 to 293 SILENTLY. We were looking for "FIRST APARTMENT" and didn't find= ANY = !!! (EMPHASIS MINE.) but with a few ALLUSIONS to it. "...TWO HOLY PLACES...TWO APARTMENTS... "HOLY" and the "MOST HOLY...TWO DIVISIONS...entered the inner APARTMENT, or Most Holy Place..."
"THE MYSTERY OF INIQUITY" is that the SAME PULPIT that waxes eloquent on a "god" that would "TORMENT" the HELL out of you = the CHAMELEON would at the same Time - change his COLORS = and NEXT SUNDAY that SAME PREACHER would wax eloquent on the UNENDING "LOVE" of that same "god." And THIS = Parents are to tell their little Children as they put them "BYE = BYE" to restful Sleep. Of course = if you have been "FOLLOWING THE TRAIL OF THE SERPENT" you would know what the Trick is.

YOU SEE = IT IS LIKE THIS:

THE FIRST YARN that SATAN gave ADAM and EVE = was that for SIN - you would "NOT SURELY DIE!" = but be kept ALIVE in a place called "HELL!" (THE "NETHER REGIONS!") = there you would have: "EVERLASTING LIFE!" Once SATAN sold that to the Popular Ministry and the World = so as to: "BLASPHEME his NAME, and his TABERNACLE, and (ALL) them that dwell in Heaven!" Rev. 13:6. Starting with Rev. 12 and going through Rev. 13 we see:

THE GREAT RED DRAGON = this is the SAME "DRAGON" that was cast out of Heaven. Rev. 12:7-9. But this same DRAGON comes down with "GREAT POWER" in the Last Days when he knows his time is "SHORT!" and he goes to make "WAR" with the "REMNANT" who still, in spite of the TWISTING = TWINING arguments of Satan that has taken the World captive = here are a FEW who still "KEEP!" the COMMANDMENTS and still "HAVE" the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" Rev. 12:17. If he could blot them from the Earth = his TRIUMPH would be COMPLETE! GC 618. (435.)

REV. 13 SHOWS HOW HE TOOK "THE BEAST":

Under his WING = had him "BLASPHEME" the "NAME" of GOD and all them that dwell in Heaven - that they would NOT "REVOLT" against such a "god" = for if the SERPENT and the BEAST portray a "DANTE'S INFERNO" = TORMENTS IN "HELL!" = DECENT = MORAL ANGELS would REVOLT and GO=TO=HELL = rather than BOW DOWN to such a "god" = as that = "...into an IMAGE made like to CORRUPTIBLE MAN, and BIRDS (BUZZARDS) and FOURFOOTED "BEASTS" and "CREEPING THINGS" = (SNAKES = CROCODILES = SCORPIONS) = ...Who CHANGED the TRUTH of God into a LIE! and wor- shipped and served the "CREATURE" = more than the "CREATOR!" Romans 1:23-25. "They became "FOOLS!"

Romans 1:22. In most all the PULPITS in the LAND.

[Insert Page 1]
IF THE ADVENTISTS THAT WERE GIVEN THIS LIGHT =
Proved UNFAITHFUL to their TRUST = and you could live
next to an ADVENTIST for 20 Years and he would NEVER
mention this HELL QUESTION = he would argue "SABBATH"
at the drop of a Hat = but NOT the UNENDING HELL-TOR-
MENT QUESTION = and after all = "THE DRAGON" of Rev.12
and 13 had the "BEAST" adopting "HELL!" from the
JEWISH "TALMUD" = and from the "HEATHEN" round about =
all PAGAN CULTS = then Rev. 13 gives you the TIME when
the "BEAST!!" will bear sway and PERSECUTE the SAINTS =
then we have "ANOTHER BEAST" = Rev. 13:11 = (T9:229.
WILSON the DRAGON = T4:245-6. FOLKENBERG but a CARBON
=COPY of the SAME!) Saying to those that dwell on the
Earth = that "THEY" should make "AN IMAGE OF THE
BEAST!" = SDA "ARTHUR" in ENGLAND to MARGARET THATCHER
= and also to the "SUNDAY BLUE-LAW" people = but
neither one listened to the APOSTATE ADVENTISTS in the
"OMEGA" of their APOSTASY. ("So APOSTASY in the
CHURCH will prepare the way for the "IMAGE TO THE
BEAST!" GC 444 and 445, 606-608 shows EXACTLY how
they will do it.)

BUT REV. 13:14-18 SHOWS "WHEN" =
"WHEN" Adventists get the "POWER!!" as the "SEALING"
passes them by = who brings down this "FIRE!!" from God
out of Heaven = ??? Rev. 13:13. SM 2:54, MM 88 tells
us in no uncertain terms! JUST BEFORE SATAN APPEARS
IN PERSON = as "Bed-Time MAXWELL" was calling on him
to "COME!!" He will "COME!!" and bring the "SUNDAY
LAW!!" with him. GC 624.

BEATING THEIR TOM-TOMS FOR =
"LOVE!!" ABOVE "LAW!!" This
as we enter 1991. A FATEFUL YEAR.
WATCH THEM THIS EASTER!
THE "LOVE" DAY + THE "SUN" DAY!
AS THEY "BOW TO THE EAST!!"
BUD & VIOLET SHUSTER

In Bud Shuster's review he resolved the Question = who (inspired by the Devil!) put in "FIRST APARTMENT!" = "FIRST APARTMENT!" = "FIRST APARTMENT!" into your GC 409 to 460 = it was "THE ANGEL THAT GUIDED URIAH SMITH'S HAND!" and is why the GENERAL CONFERENCE HAS PERPETUAL "COMITTEES REVISING" HIS D&R = putting a DEAD MAN'S NAME on what he NEVER SAW = NEVER DREAMED OF = but an ADVENTIST DIRECTIVE = and "REFORM" just SLOPS IT UP = imaging it is "ELLEN WHITE!"

WHEN THE ORIGINAL 1884 BOOK =

p.258 to 293 zeroed in on "THE MOST HOLY PLACE!" = where Christ is = and NOWHERE ELSE = !!! Since 1844. Going thru the Books of the DEAD = and "SOON - none know how soon = !!!" It will pass to the Cases of the "LIVING!" GC 490. T5:526,692. T6:130.

********************

(WE NOW CONTINUE THE THEME FROM THE "SESSLER"

PUBLICATION = and we will BLEND the TWO.)

**********

WHEN OSBORNE PUT ON HIS WONDERFUL SHOW =

At LLU = we knew RIGHT THERE = !!! This COULD not be FOR REAL = !!! How did he get the FACILITIES and the PLATFORM turned over to him = ??? How did he get the FULL NORTH AMERICAN MAILING LIST = ??? If it was not handed to him = and the MEANS to put out that Paper calling for TITHE and OFFERINGS to bring about this WONDERFUL "REFORMATION = !!!" In which he collected MILLIONS = MILLIONS = MILLIONS = !!!

AND THEN WHAT = ???

He made a "DEAL" with WILSON and poured it all in his Lap = !!! (After deducting his PERCENTAGE = ???) If that TRICK worked ONCE why not try it again = ??? Get a big Hero like WHEELING = who has always sworn Eternal Allegiance to the HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, D.C.

GET HIM TO PUT ON A CRASH PROGRAMME =
WILSON'S DOUBLE AGENT ROLE

Was getting TIRESOME anyway = so why not make a "DEAL" with the STANDISH CONSORTIUM - use WHEELING as a "WHIPPING BOY" = put STANDISH in as "PRESIDENT" = let WHEELING go through his ACT = COLLECT the BIGGEST BOODLE that would make the COLUMBIAN DRUG LORDS green with Envy = just to PROVE that the LORD through ELLEN WHITE = was ABSOLUTELY RIGHT = that this people are (As WHEELING CALLS THEM IN THIS "LETTER!") = STUPID = STUBBORN = GULLIBLE = NAIVE = BLIND = (Have to be all that to Fall for his Line! But a REPEAT of the OSBORNE SHOW = ??? WILSON and WHEELING will COUNT the BOODLE = throw the Money around with a SCOOP= SHOVEL = ??? And MUCH of it from the Ranks of the most SINCERE = ???)

THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY TO STOP THEM = !!!!

"I pen these Words of God that those who PROFESS to be His Children may not receive the CURSE pronounced upon AMALEK...He says, "Shall I count them PURE with the WICKED BALANCES, and with the BAG of deceitful WEIGHTS = ???"...WHOLE CONFERENCES are being LEAVENED ..."For the RICH men thereof are full of...LIES, and their TONGUE is DECEITFUL in the MOUTH." The Lord will WORK to "PURIFY" His (REAL!) CHURCH. I tell you in Truth, the Lord is about to TURN and OVERTURN in the Institutions called by His "NAME!" = Just how Soon this REFINING PROCESS will BEGIN = I cannot say, but will not be long deferred. (That was the WARNING in 1895 - followed by BATTLE CREEK burning down - 1902.) (To be REPEATED!)...UNCONVERTED MEN must NO LONGER be "MANAGERS" and "DIRECTORS" in so important and sacred work. WITH DAVID WE ARE FORCED TO SAY, "IT IS TIME FOR THEE, LORD, TO WORK = for "THEY" have made VOID THY LAW!" (Ps. 119:126.) TM 373.

THE EXAMPLE OF THE "BIG 3" =

honor MIXERS and GUINEA ARMY PIGS at FORT DETRICK INSTITUTE (1961 to 1973 - when "AIDS" was BREWED - Reports all around the World as to WHERE it came from!) WHITE-COAT "INFECTIONOUS DISEASES." AR Mar. 15, 1990. p.19(282).

DO YOU PAY $700.00 to $800.00 a YEAR =

For THAT = ??? THIS RE-UNION of 120 "INFECTIONOUS DISEASE" MIXERS and CULTURERS = the article concedes that this RE-UNION might be likened to: "A TASTE OF WHAT RE-UNIONS IN HEAVEN WILL BE LIKE!" p.19. March 15, 1990. (Makes one feel UNEDEL = just to WRITE IT = !!! Might as well HONOR the developers of the ATOM BOMB = the 2 greatest Threats to all Life on Earth = today.) AREN'T YOU PROUD = !!!

WILSON

"...a VILE PERSON...(will) obtain the Kingdom by FLATTERIES...And after the LEAGUE made with him...he shall come up, and shall become STRONG = with a SMALL PEOPLE....and have INTELLIGENCE with them (BARNHOUSE= MARTIN=BRINSMEAD=PAXTON=PANENBERG=LARSON=NEW AGE=LO= CARTER) that FORSAKE the HOLY COVENANT. And ARMS shall stand on his part...and "THEY" shall place the "ABOMINATION THAT MAKETH DESOLATE!"...even to the "TIME" of the "END!"...in his estate shall he HONOR the "GOD" of "FORCES!"...yet shall he come to his END = and NONE shall help him." Daniel 11:21-45. "...and they SACRIFICE with HARLOTS (T8:250) = therefore the PEOPLE that doth not UNDERSTAND shall FALL!" Hosea. 4:14. (margin: BE PUNISHED)

**********

"A HIGHER FORM OF KILLING =
THE SECRET STORY OF CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE."

by

ROBERT HARRIS & JERRAY PAXAN

HILL & WANG - NEW YORK - 1982
The Search for the Patriotic Germ

about a third of the recorded cases at that time, yellow fever had proved fatal.

Nor were mosquitoes the only insects conscripted into the service of the army. In 1956 the army began investigating the feasibility of breeding fifty million fleas a week, presumably to spread plague. By the end of the fifties the Fort Detrick laboratories were said to contain mosquitoes infected with yellow fever, malaria and dengue (an acute viral disease also known as Breakbone Fever for which there is no cure); fleas infected with plague; ticks contaminated with tularemia; and flies infected with cholera, anthrax and dysentery.

They had tested the diseases on laboratory animals, but soon the scientists needed to discover whether what killed a mouse or a monkey would also kill a human. Many of them believed that the Russians might already be testing their biological weapons on people, and the Chemical Corps were keen to do likewise.

During the Vietnam War, the Fort Detrick researchers found a ready source of human subjects for their experiments in Seventh Day Adventists, who, because of their conscientious objections, served in the United States army as non-combatants. In one series of tests Seventh Day Adventist soldiers were exposed to airborne tularemia. According to one report, 'all control subjects developed acute tularemia between two to seven days after exposure', although all were said to have recovered later. This experiment was unusual in that it was written up for public consumption. But the willingness of some at least of the Seventh Day Adventists to take part in such tests was beyond doubt. 'We like to think of ourselves as conscientious co-operators, not conscientious objectors', as one of their ministers explained in 1967. Numerous other experiments took place with volunteers, and although little is known about their nature, it seems fair to assume that many were more concerned with developing effective vaccines than with testing the power of the bacteriological weapons themselves.

Evidence as to the use of human volunteers in experiments at Porton Down is harder to come by. Service volunteers were regularly requested during the fifties and sixties, but they are said to have been used only for the testing of defensive precautions like vaccines.

However, between 1960 and 1966 scientists from the Porton Down Microbiological Research Establishment took part in a series of tests in which terminal cancer patients were treated with two rare
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some cases outstrip, high explosives. In June the French acquired mustard gas, and in September, in the dying days of the war, the first significant supplies of British-charged mustard shells reached the battlefield. By then it was all nearly over.

Yet the British use of mustard gas is significant for one incident alone. On 14 October, during the final Allied offensive, British mustard shells rained down into a shattered Belgian village called Werwick, causing heavy casualties among the exhausted 16th Bavarian Reserve Infantry. A few days before the Armistice, a trainload of the men wounded in the Werwick attack were shipped back to Germany. Among them, blinded and humiliated, was a twenty-nine year-old corporal, whose injuries helped determine him to avenge the German defeat: Adolf Hitler.47

Fearing that he would be tried as a war criminal, Fritz Haber donned a false beard and as the war ended took off for Switzerland: so too did Carl Duisberg, head of the German chemical industry. Neither in the end was tried. Indeed in 1919 Haber was honoured with the Nobel Prize for his work on the synthesis of ammonia, a decision which outraged the scientific world, the New York Times asking – if Haber got the Chemistry Prize – ‘Why the Nobel prize for idealistic and imaginative literature was not given to the man who wrote General Ludendorff’s daily communiqués?’48

Between them, Haber and Duisberg had changed the history of warfare. At least 1.5 million men had been wounded by gas; 91,000 of them had died. Germany, France and Britain had all suffered around 200,000 casualties, and Russia more than double that figure. An estimated 113,000 tons of chemicals had been used.49

Had the war gone into a sixth year, there is no doubt that these figures would have been vastly increased. All the belligerents had new weapons about to come into service. In the spring of 1918 a team based at the Catholic University, Washington DC, discovered Lewisite: faster acting than mustard gas it caused ‘immediate excruciating pain upon striking the eye, a stinging pain in the skin, and sneezing, coughing, pain and tightness in the chest on inhalation, often accompanied by nausea and vomiting’.50 The first batch of 150 tons of Lewisite was at sea, on its way to Europe when the Armistice was signed. The British had the ‘M device’, which generated an ‘arsenical smoke’ code-named DA, capable of penetrating even the most effective German gas mask within fifteen seconds. Within a
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minute the victim would be in agony. Haldane described the pain in the head "as like that caused when fresh water gets into the nose when bathing, but infinitely more severe. These symptoms are accompanied by the most appalling mental distress and misery. Some soldiers poisoned by these substances had to be prevented from committing suicide; others temporarily went raving mad, and tried to burrow into the ground to escape from imaginary pursuers." For their part the Germans had perfected a new projector – the Gaswerfer 1918 – capable of hurling cannisters filled with phosgene-impregnated pumice granules over a distance of up to two miles. Chemical warfare had come a very long way from tear gas grenades and simple cylinders of chlorine. Weapons which four years before had been beyond the pale of civilized warfare now employed vast numbers of scientists, technicians and soldiers in large research and development installations.

At Edgewood Arsenal in the United States, the Americans had 'probably the largest research organisation ever assembled for one specific object': 1,200 technical men and 700 service assistants researching into more than 4,000 potentially poisonous substances. It was a scientific project on a scale unrivalled until the Manhattan Project twenty-five years later. The entire arsenal had cost around $40 million, and within its walls were 218 manufacturing buildings, seventy-nine other permanent structures, twenty-eight miles of railway, fifteen miles of roadway and eleven miles of high tension electrical transmission lines. Its factories were capable of producing 200,000 chemical bombs and shells per day.

Institutions on this scale are not easily disbanded. The Americans in particular, having suffered such a high proportion of gas casualties, were not keen to turn their backs on the potentialities of chemical warfare. Victor Lefebure recorded landing in America early in 1920 to 'find New York plastered with recruiting posters setting forth the various reasons why Americans should join their Chemical Warfare Service'. The strength and skill of the US pro-chemical warfare lobby in resisting disarmament, first shown at the time of the Armistice, has continued to overcome the periodic hostility of successive Presidents, senators, Chiefs of Staff and peace groups ever since; its influence is undiminished to this day.

In Britain, the Government appointed the Holland Committee to report on chemical warfare and suggest what the country's future policy should be. Its members – who included Foulkes, now
"None of us need expect that when the LAST GREAT TRIALS come upon us a self-sacrificing, patriotic spirit will be developed in a MOMENT because NEEDED. No, indeed, this spirit must be blended with our "DAILY!" experience...(No, we need not look for those who have been FIGHTING the TRUTH for over 20 Years = to have a SUDDEN change of Heart. NEVER!)...to STAND in the "DAY" of the "LORD!" (EW 69) The world is fast approaching that POINT...when God's interference will become NECESSARY. And at THAT TIME His professed followers should be more MARKED in their FIDELITY to His holy LAW. THEIR PRAYER will be that of DAVID: "It is "TIME" for Thee, Lord, to work: for "THEY" have made VOID THY LAW!"...THE GREAT PROPORTION of those who now "APPEAR" to be GENUINE and TRUE will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPOSERS...To STAND in DEFENSE of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY FORSAKE us, to FIGHT the BATTLES of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are FEW = THIS will be our TEST!" T5:136. Brisbin 11. RH 5:245. 1:297. EV. 361. T1:608. BEWARE = !!! The SIDE the Adventists take = usually LOSES = !!! We do not need these "BORN-LOSERS" to lead us = !!! NOT ANYWHERE! NOT EVER!

OUR UNFAILING SIGN OF THE SEALING BEING ON = !!!

THERE WILL BE A SUDDEN SURGE OF THE HEALINGS OF SATAN HEALINGS AND MIRACLES - RAISING THE DEAD...

SATAN COMES IN A FLYING SAUCER WITH THE SUNDAY LAW...

"HEALINGS" (FIRST! GC 624 Top of Page.) "SATAN" (SECOND. BOTTOM OF PAGE!) WILSON and STANDISH put their HOSPITAL COMPLEXES TO WORK = OVER-TIME = !!! RESULTING IN WHAT = ??? NO ONE EVER TOLD YOU = !!! TELL US WHO = WHEN = and WHERE = We have had too much experience to take anyone's say-so for it = (1) Give us the NAME of the BOOK. (2) The PAGE. (3) Where was the MEETING held? (4) Where is the TAPE = ??? WE WILL PAY FOR IT = !!! $50.00 REWARD = !!! PUT UP OR SHUT UP = !!! We have faced enough LAODICEAN LIES to last us for 50 YEARS - !!! Who ever told you about:

"THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION = ???"
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WHO IS KEPT IN IT = ???
WHEN DOES IT COME = ???
OUR NEXT PAPER = SEND FOR IT =
OR WOULD YOU BE AFRAID TO READ IT = ???
MIGHT DISTURB YOUR LAODICEAN SLUMBERS = ???
HAVE TO GO BACK TO CHURCH STEADY FOR 3 MONTHS =
TO GET YOUR WEEKLY RATION OF SLEEPING PILLS =
THOSE THINGS HAPPEN WHEN THE HOUR IS DARKEST =
AND WHAT IS THE REMEDY IN THIS HOUR = ???

WHOOPS = !!!
DON'T SAY IT = !!!
WILSON MIGHT HEAR YOU =
AND SIC THE CATHOLIC DOGS ON YOU = !!!
YOU POOR "SLOW BELLIES!"
"THEY PROFESS ("FAITH ALONE!") THAT THEY KNOW GOD =
"BUT IN WORKS = DENY HIM!" TITUS 1:12,16.

IN REPLY TO A STUPID CLASS OF LAODICEAN UNBELIEVERS =
is there more than ONE GOD = ???
Have the JEWS thus far taken over this Church = ???
That we no longer believe in the DIVINE SON OF GOD = ???
Or that He was NOTHING but a "MAN = ???

HERE IS ONE REFERENCE THAT NEITHER FROM NOR GROTHEER WILL QUOTE = (NOR ANY JEW.)

FCE 429. REMEMBER IT = MARK IT = DO NOT FORGET IT= !!!
"Christ did not EXCHANGE His DIVINITY for HUMANITY, but COMBINED "HUMANITY" with "DIVINITY, and in HUMANITY He lived the LAW...MAN'S PART is to lay hold BY FAITH...and CO-OPERATE with the DIVINE AGENCIES (GOD = HEAVEN = CHRIST = HOLY SPIRIT = ANGELS) in FORMING a RIGHTEOUS CHARACTER..." FCE 429,430. 1896.

WHAT THE NEWS-MEDIA WILL NOT TELL YOU = April 14, 1990.
WHAT IS BEHIND THE UPSET IN EUROPE = ???
BILLIONS = watching the News day by day and getting excited as to what is happening = DO NOT KNOW WHAT IS HAPPENING!!!
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WHAT IS HAPPENING = ???

Expect the ADVENTIST CHURCH = to be the LAST = to know what is happening. All they know is the "SUNDAY LAW!" is ever around that elusive Corner. But what is REALLY HAPPENING = is HAPPENING "BEFORE" the SUNDAY LAW = and what is happening will and is laying the RED CARPET "FOR THE SUNDAY LAW!" And at a Time like this - we need no SESSLER nor WAYNE LEWIS nor HAMMOND nor ROGERS = nor OTHER AGENTS FOR GERMAN SACRAMENTO "REFORM" who REFORM = "NOTHING!"

BUT HAND US "URIAH SMITH" THE ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHET

And are so SMUG and SECURE that "THEY KNOW IT ALL!" = when they know "NOTHING!" of what is REALLY HAPPENING = neither does the NEWS-MEDIA.

WE HAVE TO GO BACK IN HISTORY

There has always been an ALL-OUT "FIGHT!" = between the POWER OF ROME = and the POWER OF JUDAISM. But there are somethings the average people do not Understand. When DAVID had to FLEE for his Life = from SAUL = the CRAZED "GENERAL CONFERENCE PRESIDENT" = DAVID freely associated with PHILISTINES = even as JEWS and CATHOLICS = CO-OPERATE in HOLLYWOOD = so DAVID went down the Streets in the Land of the PHILISTINES and they did not rush out to ASSASSINATE him and he did not put them to the Sword.

WHY NOT = ???

And this is the Answer to the present DILEMMA = and why FEW will UNDERSTAND = and since the Adventist Leaders have thrown out the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" = they will be the LAST to UNDERSTAND "The WICKED shall do WICKEDLY - and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND." Daniel 12;10. PK 516.

SO THEY CAN RACK THEIR BRAINS OUT =

And they will NEVER "UNDERSTAND!" They have chosen DARKNESS rather than LIGHT - how many TIMES did the SOP tell you that = ??? When will it finally SINK IN = ??? NEVER = !!!

DAVID WAS ABLE TO GO AMONG THE PHILISTINES

Because "TROUBLE" and "WAR" = and "INSURRECTION" - comes in SPURTS. (REMEMBER the "FRENCH REVOLUTION" = that first turned FRIENDS into ENEMIES = at times at the slightest RUMOUR. - 32 -
AS THE "FRIENDS" THAT YOUR ADVENTIST LEADERS
Are now "WINNING!" = but all it takes is a DAY = and
the MOBS will be at their THROAT = !!! As in the
FRENCH REVOLUTION = as in EUROPE TODAY. Do you see
the TREND = do you know what is HAPPENING = MANY DO
but FEW are TALKING!

COMMUNISM

THE RED COMET BURST IN THE CATHOLIC SKY =
COMMUNISM is the BASTARD SON of ROMANISM =
The POLICIES of ROMANISM is the SAME as that of
COMMUNISM =
COUNTRIES that for a MILLENIUM were under ROMANISM =
Are the Countries that went COMMUNIST.
PROTESTANTISM that BROKE with ROMANISM =
Are the ONLY COUNTRIES that did NOT go COMMUNIST =

"TRADITION went through 3 STAGES =

TRADITION (1) = Christ and His Apostles had an all-out
"FIGHT" with "TRADITION" that makes
the Word of God of "NO-EFFECT!"

TRADITION (2) = ROMANISM adopted only "JEWISH TRADITION" (HELL = INFALLIBILITY and all!)
But took in JEWISH RABBIS to TEACH IT!
As well as JEWISH "POPEs!"

TRADITION (3) = ADVENTISM is TEACHING (URIAH SMITH-
BOURDEAU) TALMUDISM = (God does not
Destroy! God originated SIN. God is
the ONLY "GOD!" Christ was all "MAN!"
See FCE 429.) THE PHARISEES = whether
in the COLOR of ROMANISM or the COLOR
of ADVENTISM = this CHURCH=SYNAGOGUE
is PREDESTINED and INFALLIBLE!

ALL 3 TRADITIONS WITH ONE VOICE!

They WALK it - they TALK it - they KNOW it = NOTHING
makes them as MAD = as when you QUESTION IT! You must
not QUESTION their INFALLIBILITY and PREDESTINATION.
This, to them = is "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" If you
QUESTION it - they will call in the SWORD OF THE
STATE!

MORE EVERY DAY = THE LAST GASP OF A DYING CAUSE!

The step by Step process is clearly shown in GC 442 to
445, 606 to 608.
THE DOCTRINE-TRADITION THAT PREPARES

For this MIND-SET is EXPOSED by a BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT" will "COME!" And SATAN the ENEMY of God and man - will seek to introduce a "COUNTERFEIT" = also called: "OMEGA!" of APOSTASY and the DOCTRINES the COUNTERFEIT =OMEGA will Teach are clearly set forth in several places = the MAIN ONE being in the SAME CHAPTER = GC 464,471-3. THAT NOT ONE WRITER in Church or Reform will EMPHASIZE = (There are a few coming forth timidly now) = HIGH-LIGHTING the TRUTH = that the TRAIN in/on which SATAN is the CONDUCTOR = it seemed the "WHOLE WORLD" was on Board = there could not be "ONE LEFT!" The ones that were left were on a little narrow PATH = cast HIGH above the Earth! EW 88,263.

THIS NARROW PATH IS FEATURED IN LS 190-3.

All along the way they were "FALLING OFF!" Back into the wicked World "BELLOW!" What is "BELLOW?" THE "WARSONG" and the "DANCE SONG." CATHOLICS and ADVENTISTS = both found together on the FRONT LINES in any WAR = ON-BOTH-SIDES = !!! ADVENTISTS TAKING THE LEAD in developing the next thing that is WORSE than the JEWISH "ATOM BOMB" = is FORT DETRICK "OPERATION WHITECOAT" = development = mixing = culturing = testing = LABORATORY SCIENTISTS and HUMAN GUINEA PIGS to "VOLUNTEER" to be "TESTED!" (with WASHINGTON'S APPROVAL as WILSON FEATURED in AR March 15, 1990. P.19(282)

WHAT HE DID NOT FEATURE =

"A HIGHER FORM OF KILLING" =
"THE SECRET STORY OF CHEMICAL (NERVE GAS) =
AND BIOLOGICAL (COMPLEX PLAGUE VIRUSES = BUBONIC = BLACK DEATH = CHOLERA = ANTHRAX = DYSENTERY = YELLOW FEVER = MALARIA = DENGUE = BREAKBONES = CAMEL)=MIXED = CROSS-BRED = CULTURED = GOING THROUGH OUT-HOUSES in CHINA and around the World in Search of =

"THE PATRIOTIC GERM!"

That will (PERHAPS!) kill ONLY "ENEMIES" = those whose Minds are FLEXIBLE enough to believe that "SPEWN OUT!" = means "GOING THRU!" = could also PUSH-BUTTON themselves to BELIEVE this most HELLISH of all GHOLISH of "SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH" might BENEFIT SOMEBODY! but I do not know WHERE or WHEN...DO YOU = ???
WE WILL NOW CONTINUE THE THEME FROM:
THE 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY"

PUTTING THIS TOGETHER =

NOVELLA HAWORTH, 304 Applegate Rd., JACKSONVILLE,
OREGON 97530. Wants me to comment on a Book = "WITH
CLOAK AND DAGGER" - H.H.MEYERS = "HARTLAND PUBLISHERS"
= Box 1, RAPIDAN, VA 22733.

ELDER H.H.MEYERS contends that "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES"
= (1957) = "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" = (1971) = "27
FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS" = (1988) = all Teach the BABYLON
DOCTRINE that the "ATONEMENT" was "FINISHED" or
"COMPLETED ON THE CROSS!"

THIS DOES 2 THINGS:

(1) This is a DAGGER-THRUST = at the HEART of the
"3rd ANGEL'S MESSAGE" =

(2) It fulfills the PREDICTION of EGW = that they will
    teach "IN COMMON" with the CHURCHES OF BABYLON =
    as passed in AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION = RH
(See the next page for who might be: "ANOTHER
LITTLE HORN" = Daniel 7:8; 8:9. Is one the BEAST
and the other "AN IMAGE OF THE BEAST?" GC 444-5.
STRIVING so HARD to be "IN COMMON" AS THEY WERE IN
THOSE 3 BOOKS.)

DO WE DENY A "FINAL ATONEMENT" = ???

As well as a "DAILY ATONEMENT" as long as PROBATION is
OPEN = ???. The "TRUMPET" is to give a "CERTAIN SOUND"
on the "DAY OF ATONEMENT."

(3) The HEART of "HISTORIC ADVENTISM" is the
"SANCTURAY" is to be "CLEANSED!" Daniel 8:14.
There is NOTHING to "CLEANSE" if "I AM SAVED!" =
with PENTECOSTALISM EVANGELICALISM and BABYLON!
We need no "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" if we have
"JUDGED OURSELVES!" "THE JUDGMENT WILL BE RIGHT =
because it is the JUDGMENT of "SLEEP!" (SPIRIT-
UALISM CHAPTER = GC 554,558.)
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(4) We feel sorry for any preacher who is trying to tie in "I AM SAVED!" (The worst sin of the universe!) Col 150-155; 221-228, 394. Together with a "final atonement!" How can he teach both from the same platform? It is one or the other. Want 100 references re-?? See Index. This is the theme of all themes. Christ (High-Priest) offers his blood for all who ask. Blood is only in most holy place since 1844. No blood = offering of Cain. T4:395.

How to Study

Look up "trumpets" in the concordance. You will run into: "cry aloud - spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet = and shew my people their transgressions, and the House of Jacob their sins!" Isaiah 58:1. Then look up that verse in the front of the index. That will give you enough to last you for a long time! You will find that "the final atonement" is a battle! in a time of "crisis!" When the serpent goes into his final throes = knowing he has but a short time. He tries to get "God's people" = "the people of God" = "the saints" = "the honest" = "the advent people" = involved in wars = labor troubles = family and civil trouble = pleasing fables = force = consensus of opinion = sex = disease = heart-ache = sorcery = spiritualism = "celebration" like around the golden calf = going where you know = "mesmerism" is practiced = EW 124-5. Not afraid of the devil! Also go to get "degrees!" from the seminaries of babylon = because they know = that instead of being defrocked for being traitors to the cause - when they come back after imbibing babylon lore for a number of years = the frooms and the andersons will promote them = because of their great "learning!" = to a higher position = even become presidents of conferences and chief editors of the church magazines = if they learned well from the priests of baal and ashtoreth. Holy hell pork priests. Have something valuable for us? "How art thou fallen!"

back to EW 124-5

If we go, without being sent = to where we know = "mesmerism" is being employed = the words are written = But you will never hear this from the...
"IT IS WRITTEN" PROGRAMME =
The words found in our Text = EW 125. "HE WILL NOT KEEP US!"

"THE ANGELS CEASE THEIR WATCHFUL CARE OVER US
AND WE ARE LEFT TO THE BUFFETINGS OF THE ENEMY = to be DARKENED and WEAKENED by him, and the POWER of his EVIL ANGELS = and the "LIGHT!" around us becomes CONTAMINATED with the DARKNESS." EW 125. (READ ON!)

YET WE HEAR = FROM VANCE FERRELL =
FROM HARTLAND = from WHEELING = from MEDICAL MISSIONARY PRESS = and from 1,000 other outlets = who go through the Streets of this UNHOLY CITY = as HISTORY is REPEATED =
WOE! WOE! WOE! CREATURES = TO SAVE THEIR SOULS
= And the Souls of their Loved ones = it is Time to "FLEE!" WHEN SHOULD THEY "FLEE?" = When COMMUNISM is CRUMBLING in the OLD WORLD = and ROMANISM RIDES THE GREAT DRAGON = and BILLY GRAHAM has been given a CLEAR STANDING OVATION BY THE WIELANDS =

"THE PEOPLE OF GOD WILL THEN FLEE..."
1884 GC 445.

NOTICE CAREFULLY! ALL 3 INGREDIENTS MUST MESH = "ROMANISM" in the Old World = "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM" in the New = (That teach the same "HELL!" = keep the same "SUN-DAY" on the same "ASHTORETH-EASTER" = when "ADVENTISM" calls in "PENTECOSTALISM=SPIRITUALISM" = 1884 GC 405.)

SEE HOW THEY MESSED AROUND WITH THIS =
In the URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION = your GC 588 = to make it appear "ROMANISM" will LEAD = GC 588. When the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405 says that "SHE!" = "PROTESTANTISM!" (ADVENTISM! with "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" SM 1:204-5 - in the "OMEGA" of their APOSTASY! will take the LEAD with the "POWER!" they are now SCREAMING FOR! EW 56. SM 2:54, 58.)
WHEN THIS ALL COMES TOGETHER =

Is the "TIME" and the REASON = to "FLEE!!" = 1884 GC 445. Since we are dealing with CHANGES in the BOOKS = look what they did with THAT statement in your sick GC 616...STARTS OUT THE SAME WAY! "THE PEOPLE OF GOD WILL THEN..." GC 616 = and the REST of that SENTENCE = 10 PAGES AWAY! Find it in GC 626. Nice people. So faithful = NOT ONE ADVENTIST PREACHER = up to this Date = NOT ONE "REFORM" WRITER = will REPEAT this WARNING! "CARELESS AND INDIFFERENT!"

10,000 WRITERS NOW WARNING OF PENTECOSTALISM

IN "ADVENTISM!" = they are saying: "WOE! WOE! WOE!" through the streets of this "JERUSALEM!" = but these "STRANGE CREATURES" = do not tell you ONE WORD about the DANGER of being "MESMERIZED" for TIME and for ETERNITY! By going there without being SENT = just out of sheer CURIOSITY and ENTERTAINMENT = they call it: "CELEBRATION!" as they did around the GOLDEN CALF = this HOLY COW now invading "ADVENTISM" = and your Preacher stands there =

TONGUE-TIED = NEUTRAL = NON-COMMITAL =

And your "WILSON" that your NEW "PRESIDENT" thinks was so WONDERFUL = gives as a last SHOT = let "CELEBRATION" take place and WATCH what will HAPPEN = this NEW "PRESIDENT" stands by and says he will do NOTHING to change NOTHING! ADMITTEDLY a "DUMB DOG that will not BARK!" T5:211-2. LIKE WIELAND = just a STUPID GRIN on his Face = as he watches the World go by!

IT IS A SHAME = AND A DISGRACE =

To tell people of the "ABOMINATIONS!" = and tell them to go there = ANYWAY = !!! When the Lord says he will not keep us = if we are so PRESUMPTUOUS = !!! SENDING them to their DEATH = !!! As the JEWS did who brought them all into the "HOLY CITY!" When the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" was to "FLEE OUT!" = at certain SIGNS. It sure took a NERVE to MIX-UP the ORIGINAL SOP WRITINGS = just as we come to that Point. "If any man shall ADD unto these things = God shall ADD unto him the PLAGUES that are Written in this Book: And if any man shall TAKE AWAY from the Words of the Book of this PROPHECY, God shall TAKE AWAY his part out of the "BOOK OF LIFE"...
...And OUT of the Holy City, and from the things which are Written in this Book." Rev. 22:18, 19. AA 583-4. GC 268, 302. LS 113: FCE 386-7. BC 7:987.

BABYLON vs 3rd ANGEL'S MESSAGE

BABYLON (1) In the Conversion of FROOM and ANDERSON by BARNHOUSE and MARTIN = after getting up from Prayer with the BAAL-PRIESTS = ANDERSON said: "What a WONDERFUL thing to KNOW = that we are "SAVED!" = write it in Letters 3 FEET HIGH!". If I am "SAVED!" = the next DOMINO that falls into place = there is NO NEED of an "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!". Am I not "SAVED?" Need we QUESTION it? The "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" = QUESTIONS IT = !!! NO "PHARISEE" needs it! COL 150 to 155. So they become as PROUD and HAUGHTY = as the World.

BABYLON (2) = IMPRESSIONISTS and ENTHUSIASTS = also called: "FANATICS!" = go from one EXTREME of the PENDULUM to the OTHER. ONE MINUTE the SWAGGARTS have you BOILING in OIL or SULPHUR = MERCURY or HERMES = the CONDUCTOR of SOULS to the gentle keeping of his Wife = PROSPERINE = to a MERCILESS MONSTER that keeps the FIRES STOKED for all the ETERNITIES = NEVER let up = NEVER give in = NEVER forgive = the ORAL ROBERTS "god" is MEANER than the MEANEST MAN ON EARTH! NO MAN could be that MEAN! They all line up to declare him to be so DEVOID of all AFFECTION and FEELING = that the Bible declares:

"they are WITHOUT EXCUSE. Because that, when they KNEW GOD = they glorified Him NOT as GOD, neither were THANKFUL = but became VAIN in their IMAGINA-
TIONS, and their FOOLISH HEART was DARKENED."
"PROFESSING themselves to be WISE = they became FOOLS = And CHANGED the GLORY of the UNCORRUPTIBLE GOD = into an "IMAGE" = made like to CORRUPTIBLE MAN, and to BIRDS (UNCLEAN BIRDS) = and FOUR-
FOOTED "BEASTS" = and CREEPING THINGS...Who CHANGED the TRUTH of God into a LIE!" Romans 1:20 to 25. (SOMEHOW the BAAL-PRIESTS LIKE "ROMANS" = but not THIS PART!)

BABYLON (3) = Then SOMEHOW = the same BAAL-PRIEST from the SAME PULPIT = with his COLLAR and his HEAD still on BACKWARDS = begins to Glory in the "LOVE!"
of GOD! And since the ADVENTIST is the BIGGEST COPY-CAT and PLAGIARIST THERE EVER WAS = IF YOU CHECK
HIS HISTORY = he Imitates EVERYTHING he possible can =
as long as it is BIG in that "27 THING" = POPE WILSON
IN THE CHAIR = before they even "LIST" the "27
BELIEFS" = they TELL you the THEME they intend to PURSUE = the "LOVE" of God is "UNCONDITIONAL!"
"27 BELIEFS" = p.vii and on into 6, 25, 32, 274, 305.
NO NEED of STEPS TO CHRIST!!!
THEN TRUE TO WHAT IS CALLED "SCHOLARSHIP"

And "SOPHISTRY" = the ART of DELIBERATE "CONFUSION" =
SM 1:196-7. In "27 BELIEFS" p.350 and culminating on 356 = they throw a SOP to those who may QUESTION this BABYLON DOGMA (Or at least make it appear they are AWARE of the TEACHING of the SOP = but HANG on to the "NEW=MODELING OF THE CAUSE" = regardless. Come HELL or HIGH-WATER.)

IN OUR NEVER-ENDING SEARCH =

Like a DETECTIVE on the Trail = we finally UNEARTHED =
where they "found" such a DANNABLE DOCTRINE as "LOVE"
is "UNLIMITED" and "UNCONDITIONAL." Yes, we found it =
in the SAME DEMENTED MIND that came up with "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS...savage WOLVES will come in among you...speaking PERVERSE THINGS...LEGALISM = seeking to live for God by the principles of the LAW = is the FIRST and the WORST "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS!" (ALL EMPHASIS MINE)...LAW, ANY KIND OF LAW = you have CUT OFF the POWER of Christ in your life..." "SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH" = by HAL LINDSEY
p.152 to 163.

YES = YOU GUESSED IT! BOOKS BY HAL LINDSEY =

RECOMMENDED BY ROY A. ANDERSON = IN THE SDA "MINISTRY"
MAGAZINE! And RIGHT THERE is where the HOLY HELL PORK PRIESTS found = "FIRST, I must see that God loves me UNCONDITIONALLY!" "SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH" = p.219.

ANYTHING BIG = THEY GO FOR IT!

Keep their SNOUT in the SAME THOUGH! As she said they would = Teach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches!
1884 GC 278. GC 445. Passed by AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION = "TO CREATE A PUBLIC IMAGE!" RH Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. - 40 -
"A God of "LOVE!" is presented!" 1884 GC 405.
GC 554, 588.

BUT THE SOP SPEAKING OF THIS VERY TIME =

In the "OMEGA" of their "APOSTASY" = "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" = "At this "TIME!" = the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is to be given, to AROUSE a SLUMBERING CHURCH...MY MESSAGE TO YOU IS: (Keep on SLEEPING = ??? "Sleep the Sleep of DEATH?" T1:263. TM 182.) "NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN = WITHOUT PROTEST to the perversion of TRUTH. UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!" SM1:196. B2:15.

"THE BATTLE IN ON!" SM 1:194.

"SLEEPING ON GUARD!" T8:252. "Men and Women are in the LAST HOURS OF PROBATION, and yet are CARELESS and STUPID, and MINISTERS have NO POWER to AROUSE them; they are ASLEEP THEMSELVES. SLEEPING preachers, preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE!" T2:337. "GOD CALLS FOR WATCHMEN who...will give the WORLD the LAST WARNING MESSAGE...lest they SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH!" T8:304. "What shall I say to AROUSE the REMNANT "PEOPLE OF GOD?" I was shown that DREADFUL SCENES are before us (FUTURISM!) BEFORE US, SATAN...knows that if they SLEEP a little LONGER = he is SURE of them, for their DESTRUCTION IS CERTAIN!...these GOLDEN MOMENTS will soon pass..." T1:263. SG 4:61. (SAME.)

WHAT ARE THE STEPS TO CHRIST?
WHAT ARE THE STEPS TO THE ATONEMENT?

(1) IN THE SANCTUARY SERVICE = "LAMB" must shed His BLOOD. THAT IS "FINISHED!"

(2) NEXT the "HIGH-PRIEST" must act as "MEDIATOR" before the THRONE to offer that "BLOOD!" WITHOUT BLOOD = it would be the "OFFERING OF CAIN!" Babylon glories in the shed "BLOOD!" = without the "3rd ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"

(3) "THE ATONEMENT" = "COMPLETED AT THE CROSS!" Where was the PRIEST? ROMAN SOLDIERS? WHERE WAS THE "MEDIATOR" BEFORE THE THRONE? A "CHRISTLESS OFFERING!?" DENYING THE "DAILY" MINISTRATION = as well as the "YEARLY ATONEMENT!"

(4) STEP ONE = the shedding of the "BLOOD" was "FINISHED!" That is all.
STEP TWO = the HIGH-PRIEST ministering that "BLOOD" before the THRONE.

STEP THREE = that is NOT "FINISHED!" until PROBATION is "FINISHED!".

STEP FOUR = ARE YOU A BELIEVER? Did you Read of the coming "DAY OF ATONEMENT?" = "THE FINAL ATONEMENT?" DID YOU FOLLOW IT IN THE INDEX = ???
Or go by FROOM and ANDERSON who go by BARNHOUSE and MARTIN = "WHY SEEK YE TO THE DEAD = ????"

STEP FIVE = "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" is coming ALIVE more every Day as "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER" are being fulfilled with "THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING!" THAT there would be a "BATTLE!" in the "DAY of the LORD!" EW 69. Those who CONFORM to the WORLD will be "LEFT to their IDOLS!" T2:41. The "INVITATION" will be EXTENDED to "ANOTHER CLASS!" T2:40

STEP SIX = Those who are CLAMORING under the "WORLD'S BANNER" = may THINK they have a very STRONG "CONFEDERACY!" = as "COMPANY after COMPANY" of ADVENTISTS "JOINED" the FOE! GC 608. On X-MASS and EASTER = in the ARMY and TRADE and MEDICAL UNIONS = in "OPERATION WHITECOAT!" SELLING out to CATHOLIC LAWYERS = "BUT GOD WAS NOT IN THEIR COMPANY!" T8:69. T1:212-3. SM 2:153.

STEP SEVEN = "TRIBE after TRIBE" = (12 TRIBES in the SEALING TIME!) come OUT from the WORLD and PUSH the ADVENTISTS OUT! T8:41. GC 608. "STEP BY STEP = CONQUERING and to CONQUER!" T8:41. "THE BATTLE RAGED!" This is the TIME to BLOW the TRUMPETS! Not be found on the SIDE of the FURIOUS ADVENTISTS! Who are FIT to be TIED! GC 608.
1884 GC 426. T8:118-9. TM 70. THIS IS THE TIME and this is the REASON to "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
If you doubt this = ASK NO ONE to EXPLAIN IT = stay HOME from Church some SABBATH = or GATHER with a few Souls and READ = and READING UNDERSTAND = the END of the PICTURE = T5:211-2. EW 69.

THIS WAS THE CONDITION OF SALVATION =

IN ALL TIMES PAST = why not now = ??? (ANN DeMICHAEL'S FAVORITE) = "The ANGEL is to place a MARK upon the FOREHEAD of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will FOLLOW to SLAY UTTERLY both OLD and YOUNG." (And 50 MORE!) SG 2:201. DA 152. RH 2:255.
BLOW THE TRUMPET IN THE "DAY OF ATONEMENT":
Or HELP = or be LOST = the CHOICE IS YOURS. "CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!" If you must go by the SENSELESS RABBLE!! = you must STAB in the BACK = those who "KEEP THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD" and "HAVE" the "FAITH OF JESUS!" Rev. 14:12. 19:10 1884 GC 275-6. SM 2:385.

A FINAL STAB IN THE BACK=
Showing "CHANGES" in the Books = the most DASTARDLY "CHANGE" of all is found in COR 15 to 20. And a similar HATCHET JOB in "FAITH AND WORKS" = SOUTHERN PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION, NASHVILLE, TENN. 1979. By the FROOM "FUTURITARIANS!" "THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT = NO USE TRYING!"

HOW DID THEY PULL IT OFF = ???

DEVIL DOCTRINE #(1) = "...the FATHER...CHRIST, HIS SON, Should be EQUAL with HIMSELF...SATAN was ENVIOUS and JEALOUS...SATAN...FLATTERED HIMSELF...that he would be EQUAL with God HIMSELF!" SOP 1:17-20. PP 35-40.

PREDICTION (EGW) = By specious Reasoning = by one means or another = MEN would follow in the Footsteps of SATAN = and try to ELEVATE themselves by putting Christ and His Testimonies = DOWN! "THE VERY LAST DECEPTION OF SATAN!" SM 1:48. SM 2:78. Making him all "MAN!"

DEVIL DOCTRINE #(2) = "LAW was a RESTRICTION of LIBERTY, and that to ABOLISH "LAW!" was one GREAT OBJECT of his standing...Then there was WAR IN HEAVEN!" SOP 1:23. PP 40-2.

PREDICTION (EGW) = The "AWAKENING" came to America = with the VERY SAME "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" And this will bring a "BATTLE = IN = THE = DAY = OF = THE = LORD!" EW 69. TM 409.

WHICH SIDE WILL YOU BE ON = ???

Which side that anyone else takes = does not concern YOU = !!! Which side will "YOU" take = ??? After DANIELLS DEATH = FROOM boasted that he wrote "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" so DANIELLS could sign his name to it.
COR 15 = "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!" = "SINS CANCELLED!" = (15) = (SAME AS 1958 "DAISY MEYERS!") that AL FRIEND = ROBERT BRINSMEAD = FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT = HOPE TAYLOR = Quoted in places WORD FOR WORD - as we proved at the Time.)

COR 16-20 = "It was NOT by "WORKS!" = it was by "FAITH!"...WITHOUT WORKS!...by "FAITH!" = INSTEAD of by "WORKS!"..."FAITH!" takes the PLACE of "WORKS!"...It should enable us to CEASE from our own "WORKS!" = "EFFORTS" and "STRUGGLES!" FROOM-DANIELLS 16 to 20.

PLAGIARIZED FROM BABYLON!
ECHOED THROUGHOUT ADVENTISM TO THIS DAY!
THE FINAL "THRUST!" (EGW) speaking IN HARMONY with SATAN IN HEAVEN! "THE LAW demands RIGHTEOUSNESS, and this the Sinner owes to the "LAW!" = but he is INCAPABLE of RENDERING IT!" (FULL TEXT as shown in COR 116 = quoted from RH May 7, 1890. ELLEN WHITE SPEAKING IN HARMONY WITH THE SERPENT! YOU COULD NOT CHECK IT AT THAT TIME = so this is how the Old Codger got away with it - gave us "BABYLON!" instead of "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" and "HERE ARE THEY THAT KEEP...!??!")
(NO! NO! NO! NO!)

(THAT IS THE COUNTERFEIT OF GC 464, 471-3. 1884 GC 300-2.)

HOW DID THEY DO THE SAME IN "FAITH AND WORKS?"

THEY START OFF TELLING YOU that what they give you is in "CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE" from 1881 to 1902. Does the Adventist understand ENGLISH GRAMMAR = ???. THE VERY FIRST REFERENCE IS MAN SUPPLIED SO-CALLED: "MANUSCRIPT 36, 1890.

THE VERY SAME TEACHING AS:

FROOM-DANIELLS IN "COR 15-20." THE VERY SAME TRICK!
FIRST MSS 36, 1890. THE NEXT REFERENCE IS March 8, 1891 = that is "CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER = ???") (And the rest of it jumping BACK and FORTH = ALSO!) But we have long since found out - the Adventist thinks NOTHING of BOLD-FACEDLY TELLING A LIE! You have seen the HYPOCRITE tell you not to "CRITICIZE!"
"FIND FAULT" It is so COMMON - it is EXPECTED! THEY THINK NOTHING OF IT! "THEY WILL ADVERTISE "FREE MEETINGS!" and then PASS THE PLATE = !!! TO A HYPOCRITE and to A FOLLOWER OF HYPOCRITES = it is to be EXPECTED = it is PERMISSABLE! They seem to CARE NOTHING that this was only a TRICK = to get them to COME!

THEY ARE GOING TO TRICK THEMSELVES =

ONCE TOO OFTEN! ANN DeMICHAEL and I were told by a JUDGE = that he is WAITING to LOWER the BOOM on them! And he told us what to do! (In one Case.)

WHY DID THEY SAY IT IS "CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE?"

WHY DID THEY BREAK THE SEQUENCE = ??? (Or do we have a DIFFERENT DICTIONARY = ????) COULD IT BE = as in COR 15 to 20 = as they did in that "27 THING" = so SHAKINGLY OBSESSED to put their DOGMA ACROSS = that they CANNOT WAIT = but have to tell you the THEME they are going to DRIVE HOME with a 10 pound HAMMER = that they have to tell you before they LIST the "27 ABOMINATIONS!" = what they are going to ZERO IN ON! p.vii.

SO WITH "FAITH and WORKS" = MSS 36, 1890.

THE REST OF THE PAPER IS COLORED BY:
p.18 = the 10 pound HAMMER brought down on the "LAW OF GOD!"
p.19 = another HAMMER BLOW = this would suit BRINSMEAD to a "T" = no CREDIT AT ALL for his own "BEST WORKS!" = it is all by "FAITH...ALONE!" (The COUNTERFEIT of GC 471. "...this ENSNARING DOCTRINE...It is not "FAITH!"...it is "PRESUMPTION!" GC 472. "...not "FAITH!" = but "PRESUMPTION!" "STEPS TO CHRIST" 60-1.)
p.20 = another HAMMER BLOW!
p.24-5 = "...for ALL that they do is an "ABOMINATION!" (THAT ought to send you REELING = !!!)
p.26-7 = BABYLON does the SAME AS THIS = hit you a BLOW on ONE SIDE = then HIT you from the OTHER SIDE! Now "YOUR PART" and "YOUR WORKS" have some VALUE in the RACE for LIFE!
p.28 = This MSS 36,1890 = ends with SOME HOPE for you = "IF!"
BUT FEW WILL GRASP THAT CONDITIONAL "IF!"

THE "FORNICATING" ADVENTIST PREACHER = if you follow him along from TM 426, 427, 428, "EARTHLY SENSUAL = DEVILISH!" p.429. 431, 433, "ADMINISTERING TO A HARLOT!" Both "SPIRITUAL" T8:250 and "LITERAL" TM 434, 435, and grind up to 437, 445 "LEFT IN MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!" as we enter the "SEALING TIME!" 445 to 447 = "God has shown me that at the VERY TIME...the TREAD of the Hosts of Heaven fulfilling their MISSION (THE SEALING!) MEN of intelligence, MEN in responsible positions, will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER BUILDING (Why not? if "GOOD WORKS" and the KEEPING OF THE "LAW!" is VALUELESS ANYWAY! IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE! WE GO IT WITH BABYLON BY "FAITH ALONE!" HAMMERED into this people by 20 YEARS of FROOM-ANDERSON = the BAALAMS of this COMMUNE! As shown in PP. 439-442, 451-2, 454-461. But take it from SOP 1:319-330. ST 197-205.)

(THEY MUST BE PRACTICING WHAT THEY PREACH = JUST THE SAME AS SWAGGART and VENDEN! NO LAW CAN BE KEPT = TRYING ONLY MAKES IT "WORSE!" So they end up = "CURSING!" "MORAL BEHAVIORISM!" So they LIVE their RELIGION as we see here.) And those who DEFEND them - must be the SAME! BANK ON IT - you should see the ROOM-MATES LETTERS! Do not know which BED he will be in = Tonight!)

THE NEXT ARTICLE IN "FAITH and WORKS" p.29-33

Sounds a BIT DIFFERENT! The Rest of the Book is worth Reading. To RESTORE your FAITH. But some "MSS" = "MANUSCRIPT" not shown BEFORE = more and more, as we know what they have been doing = KEEP ON THE LIST as we will deal with it MORE = how they take a HALF A SENTENCE = and 10 pages along = another HALF A SENTENCE = and do not show ... (you do not need to know it is a ... ) by that SLEAZY method they can teach ANY DOCTRINE = as FROOM did in COR 15 to 20. And the MINISTRY - such as WIELAND = is SILENT and HELPS THEM ALONG! "BY SILENCE GIVE CONSENT!"

* * * * * * * * * *
THE BANNER OVER US IS LOVE!

Publication No. 656. April, 3, 1990

!!! LOVE !!!
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